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CEMBER 13. 1969
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And In County

t regarding Dr.
's appearance
State University
ard, Dec. 11, 1969),
y deserve coinat my own risk.
to defend the idea
exist more thee
any given stator the other
heard. Dr. Spores'.
be attended an
'dared. He mae
to say of interbut he will only:.
the mass if his
prejudiced prior

nited Press international

In Our 90th Year

Murray. Ky., Monday Afternoon. December 15, 1969

Nigh School is the last formal
education for 60 per cent of
the youth of the nation, yet feet
have dragged over the land in
the establishment of trade or
vocational schools. With a majority not seeking higher education perhaps too much emphasis has been placed on the so
education",
"quality
called
which prepares one for college
and not enough on teaching a
person how to make a living.

By Dr. James P. Woodard
On Thursday, December 11,
Birgit Finnila, a Swedish contralto of unusual ability provided for the Murray Civic Music
Association an exceptional opening concert. Her program which
was a demanding one consisted
of two arias by Vivaldi, as well
as various groups of art songs
by Schubert, Wolf, Brahms and
the Swedish composer Tore
Rangstrom. The climax of the
program was undoubtedly one
A Christmas card from our old
of the most beautiful of song
friend Mr. J. B. Curd. Also a
cycles, "Frauen Lieben and
poem. We didn't know Mr. Curd
Leben" of Robert Schumann.
he
apparently
was a poet, but
Already in the opening arias
is. Anyway it rhymes.
Miss Finnila gave ample proof
of the musicality and warmth
'When you are on your vacawhich she displayed throughout
tion,
the
evening. Her voice was exrelations,
With your friends and
traordinary in that it was large
You may learn from observaand mellow and possessed et
tion,
the same time a remarkable agieducation.
an
That you need
lity.
The program was all the more
remarkable in that Miss Finn'.
la was under a doctor's care
What we'd like to know is how
was suffering from a re
and
TV
do all those folks in the
lapse of bronchitis which had
commercial know that that girl
previously caused her to cancel
has the freshest mouth in town.
concerts. That she had
three
mother
her
We think maybe
to sing on Thurscourage
the
should watch her a little more
day was no doubt due to lies
closely.
dedication to her profession;
she sang well was no doubt
that
mornthis
coffee
We fixed the
due to her skill as a vocalist
ing but being half asleep we
and musician.
failed to notice that we did not
The Murray Civic Music Ason
caught
finally
We
in.
it
plug
is to be commended
sociation
nowas
perk
when the familiar
in its choice of Miss Fir:mile,
where to be heard.
The Association is also to be
commended for choosing to
wrong,
If you do something
have this program of art songs
don't apologize. What you are
which calls for a small concert
supposed to do, according to
hall and intimate atmosphere
the rules, is justify your act- In the new and attractive Uniions. This puts you on the of-oiersits School auditorium.
feestee hiateed of the terrorsive This has several salutary
(Continued on Paste Eight)
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Leland Hicks
Passes Away
Leland Hicks of Murray
Route Five was claimed b y
death Saturday at 2:30 p.m.
His death was sudden and occurred at his home.
The deceased, age 64, was
born December 23, 1904, in
Calloway County and his parents were John Thomas Hicks
and Emily Frances Hutchens.
He was a member of the Poplar
Springs Baptist Church and of
the Woodmen of the World.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Emily Trout Hicks of Murray
Route Five; one daughter, Mrs.
James (Betty) Meadows, Fairlane Drive, Murray; one son,
Robert E. Hicks of Joliet, Ill.;
three sisters, Mrs. Delius (Lela)
Wyatt, Pine Street, Murray,
Mrs. Caldwell (Vannie) Steele
of Hardin, arid Miss Goldie
Hicks, Elm Street, Murray; seven grandchildren.
The funeral was held Sunday
at 2:30 p.m. at the chapel of
the Blalock-Colernan Funeral
Home with Rev. Jeck Jones and
Rev. Harold Lassiter officiating.
Leroy
were
Pallbearers
Wyatt, Calvin Spanp, Dan Hicks,
Larry Hicks, Tom Hicks, and
Dale Campbell. Burial was in
the Hicks Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Blalock
ColemanFuneral Home.

Funeral Is Today
For Dan Taber*

e, HAI
and

•

The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
again sponsor the Christmas
lighting program within the
city of Murray.
Window, doorway, house, and
lawn diviksions will be featured
In the contest with ribbon awards to be given.
In the window category, decorations may be inside or outside with concentration on the
window itself. The doorway division will include only the door
and the immediate area around
it.
The house will be judged by
the overall decorations as presented by the front view of the
house. The lawn may include
a separate division from the
house such as a special tree or
grouping of shrubs.
Lights should be burning
from six to nine p.m. each evening from December 20 through
December 26.
Those who wish their homes
to be judged may contact members of the committee and register their category, according
to Mrs. Leonard Vaughn of the
department.

MSU Brass Choir
To Present Concert
The Murray State University
Brass Choir is scheduled to present a concert Tuesday, December 16, at 8 p.m. in the Recital
Hall of the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Building on the campus
Directing the choir will be
Dr. Wayne Sheley and David
Elliott, both members of the
music faculty at the University
The program will feature
works such as Haufrecht's "Symphony for Brass," and BOZZa'S
"Overture for Brass Choir" The
trombone choir also will per
form during the program

The funeral for Dan Tabers
of St. Louis, Mo., formerly of
Calloway County, was held today at one p. m. at the chapel
of the Max H. Churchill Funeral Home with Rev. Stephen
There is no admission charge
Cobb officiating. Burial was in
invited.
the Kirksey Cemetery with the and the public is
arrangements by the Max H.
Dr. Sheley, who has been lt
Churchill Funeral Home.
the University since 1966, is a
Mr. Tubers, age 83, died Fri- Fullbright Scholar and received
day at 3:30 p. m. at the Chest- his master's --degree inmumc
erville Manor Hospital, St. from Vale -University and his
Louis, Mo. He was a member of doctorate from the Eastman
School of Music, where he was
the.,Methodist Church.
Survivors are his wile, Mrs a member of the wind cnsein
Pearl Cobb Tabers of St. Louis. ble
Elliott. a graduate of the CaMo ; two daughters. Mrs. Eva
e HimPteh'of St 'teals,- Mo., ttionc'rhivaritTrof-X-meTiCa, re.
and Mrs. Emma Ruth Stamm of ceived his master's degree from
Dupo. 111., two sons, Avery I. the University of Michigan. He
music theory and
Tubers of Nfellser and Byron Tim- teaches
bers of St. Louis, Mo.; one sit- French horn in addition to
ter. Mrs Sarah McGee of May- sen ,ng as an assistant conduct
r of the brass choir.
field.
-41400/15010e#
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Mandatory ROTC At Murray
State Reduced To One Year

Seen&Heard Exceptional
Program Is
Around
Enjoyed Here
Murray

e at the lecadvised, as seed information
able" subexpand to fill4he
mind that re
to reporting
, rather than
petty humor. To
opearhaur, "Inrble to the man

10* Per Copy

Reported At Regents Vote
County Man Theft
North 12th Home
Dies Saturday
Saturday For
Program Change
The Murray Police Department was called by Debbie Van
Alman at 101 North 12th
Street, Murray, to investigate
a theft on Sunday morning at
2:28.
Stolen from the home was a
Zenith stereo and a General
Electric portable television set,
according to the police report.
Entry was gained by prying the
door open, the police report
said.

Bowman St. John of Murray
Route Five passed away Saturday at three p. m. at the Mur•
nay-Calloway County Hospital.
Murray State University BoHe was 72 years of age.
ard of Regents decided over the
The deceased was born March
weekend to .make the compul4, 1997, in Calloway County and
sory two-year ROTC program
his parents were the late David
one year beginning next fall.
St. John and Mattie Nix St.
The board also eliminated the
John.
physical education requireiment
Surviving relatives include
for the participants in the prohis wife, Mrs. Mary Thompson
gram.
St. John of Murray Route Five;
The vote on the ROTC decitwo daughters, Mrs. Joan Ingle
sion was a compromise as the
of Oklahoma City and Mrs
original motion was to make
Jean Larrabed of Dallas, Texas;
the program completely voluntwo sisters, Mrs. Rebel Gibson
Donald Maley, a junior at tary. The original motion — to
and Mrs. Flossie Miller of Ha- Murray State University from make
prograim comzel; one brother, Cuspard St. Kirksey, will present a student pletely voluntary—was made by
John of Paris, Tenn.; four grand- music recital at the university Bill Powell of Paducah and
children.
board member E. G. Adams of
January 15.
The funeral was held today
To begin at 8 p.m. in the Re- Hopkinsville moved to amend
at two p. m. at the Hazel Unitcital Hall of the Price Doyle the motion to permit the comed Methodist Church with Rev
Fine Arts Building, the recital promise. The vote on the one.
James Baker and Rev. Bill Johnwill feature a program of eup- year plan was 4-0 in favor of
son officiating.
the motion with Powell abhonium
numbers.
were
Jimmy
Pallbearers
staining.
inrecital
will
The
concert
Thompson, Will Ed Travis, TerThe voluntary ROTC plan was
ry Housden, Walter Steely, Ke- clude "Concerto No. 1" by Mat- not involved in the final Enodo
Con"Morceau
teo
Zocarini,
ith Erickson, and Bonnie St.
cours" by J. Edward Beret, eacre as the choice was between
John.
"Sonata
No. 4" by Vivaldi, a one-year and two-year ROTC
Burial was in the Green
for
Baritone Horn" by program.
"Sonata
Plains Cemetery with the ar
Joe Whittle of Leitchfield,
Dona English, age 7, daughtor of Roy English of Murray, tells Santa Claus what she
Thomas
Ritter
George, and
rangements by the Miller Fuwas named chairman of the
who
would Ilk, to hays for Christmas. Miss English was visiting In neighboring Paris. Tennessee,
"Piece for Seven Braisswinds"
neral 'Home of Hazel.
of 0. B. Springwhen the careers caught her In this classk Christmas Pesoby MSU graduate Thomas Stew- board in place
er of Henderson who was ill,
art.
was strongly in favor of keepMaley, a music education mathe two-year program
ing
jor, received the R.. W. Far"We must give up some freerell sophomore scholarship last.
spring. He is a member of the (Continued on Page Eight]
Murray State marching band,
UalSod Press International
Ida Myrtle Armstrong, the symphony band, the brass
Mrs.
CAPE KENNEDY (UPI) —
formerly of Calloway County, choir, and the Wind SinfonietWest Kentucky: Travelers' The Apollo 13 rocket rolled to
died Sunday at 10:30 a. m. at ta.
begin
warning in north portion due to the launch pad today to
McLaren General Hospital, Residing at Route 2, Maley
the
Callie
Mrs.
Housden succumblight snow. Hazardous driving final testing for the March 12
Mich.
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. RosFlint,
conditions in north portion due launch of an expedition to the ed Sunday at five p. m. at the
She was 72 years of age and by R. Maley.
Murray-Calloway
County
Hosac.
rugged
local
with
snow
moon's
light
the
to
foothills of
Cloy Armpital She was 83 years of age. the wife of the late
cumulations around one inch. highlands.
strong who died January 1,
Stolen merchandise was found
The
Calloway
County
woman
Overpasses and bridges especApollo 13 astronauts James
1958.
the old Hickory Grove
on
was
in
born
this county on Janially slippery this morning A. Lovell, Thomas K. Mattingly
Survivors are one sister, Mrs.
Church road west of Dexter on
northeast portion. Considerable and Fred W. Haise were to in- uary 29, 1886, and her parents Vera Gardner of Springfield.
Saturday night, according to
cloudiness and cold today and spect the launcher before it were the late George Lamb and Mo.; mother-in-law, Mrs. LevSheriff Calton Morgan
Deputy
Lucy
Stubblefield
Lamb.
Her
early tonight. Becoming partly reached the firing pad this afof Murray
Armstrong
erttee
Fannie Stubblefield.
Sheriff
and
husband,
Andrew
Housden, died
The annual Christmas pageant
cloudy and colder late tonight. ternoon.
Route Seven; two sisters-inaaw,
The Sheriff's office said the
April 1, 1959.
Kirk
the
at
presented
be
Satwill
towering
Tuesday' fair and cold. Snow
astronauts'
The
Waldrop of
Mrs. Housden is survived by Mrs. Clara Opal
School on Tues- items were found by some chilaccumulation one to two inches urn 5 booster arid aircraft comMurray and Mrs. Mildred Bo- sey Elementary
who
one
daughter,
Mrs.
William
Ray
at 7:30 p.m. dren playing in the area
16,
day, December
but mainly in northeast portion bination began its three and
gard of Grand Blanc, Mich.
the sheriff to the scene.
called
of
Hazel
Route
Two;
three
sons,
High today in upper 30s to mid one-half mile trip from the SatFuneral arrangements are inItems identified by store perAll grades will participate in
40s, low tonight in 20s, high urn assembly building to the Orville Housden, North 18th complete, but the body has been
the teachers sonnel include a radio from
with
Street,
program
Murray,
Eunice
this
and
Graal
Probability
40s.
5:55
in
Tuesday
oceanside launch site at
Fenton and Hodge, underwear
dy Housden of Hazel Route returned to the Blalock-Cole- directing the program.
precipitation 80 per cent in a.m. EST.
man Funeral Home where friKuhn's, pair men's pants
from
Two;
one
brother,
Taman
Lamb
north but less than 10 per cent
The 363-foot-tall space maends may call after six p. m.
and
Mrs. Harold Fones, PTA pre- from Buckingham-Ray LTD,
in south. Wednesday consider. chine was perched upright for of Hazel Route Two; nine grand- today (Monday).
a pair of men's pants from Grachildren;
13
great
grandchilbe
resaid
will
the
this
sident,
cold.
so
not
and
cloudiness
eight.
able
the trip on the back of an
dren.
gular meeting of the PTA but ham and Jackson.
tread tractor as big as a baseFIVE-DAY FORECAST
Also found, not yet identibe
Funeral
services
will
held
no business will be conducted.
Kentucky: Temperatures will ball diamond. Two dozen search- Tuesday at two p. m. at the
fied, were a Remington razor,
and
black
the
average Tuesday through Sat- lights illuminated
two clocks, and two stereo tapNew Providence Church of
urday near normal west and white rocket as it left its 52- Christ with Elder Henry Hares, Sheriff Stubblefield said.
BY BOARD
NAMED
around 5 degrees below normal story tall hanger before dawn gis officiating.
tags had been taken off
The
74,
age
Carlton,
Geneva
Mrs.
Lovell, Mattingly and Haise
east with no important day to
the merchandise when it was
Pallbearers will be Terry of Paducah passed away Friday
r
o
f
Wednesday
day changes in temperatures. were cleared
Housden, Sammy Housden, Don- at 2:10 p.m. at Lourdes HosPiThe Execiitive Board of the found.
Kentucky normal highs 41 to 60, launch toward the first of about ald Housden, Ronald Housden,
Paducah.
tal,
Kentucky Baptist Convention
a dozen sites on the moon sel- ally Joe Kingins, and Junior
normal lows 24 to 32.
She was the widaw of Joe W. has named Dr. H. C. Chiles,
Precipitation will be light to- ected by scientists as promising Brandon. Interment will be in
Mare
in
Carlton and was born
pastor of the First Baptist
taling less than one tenth inch areas for more rewarding -sci- the New Providence Cemetery
shall County. She was a mem- Church, Murray, as chairman
with only a slight chance for entific txploration of the moon. with the arrangements by the
Broadway United Me- of the nominating committee
Apollo 13's landing zone is on Miller Funeral Home of Hazel ber of the
showers Wednesday.
thodist Church and Ladies of for 1969-70. Dr. Chiles was also
what gealogists call the Fra where friends may call.
the Moose.
named as a member of the adMauro formation, a relatively
A two car collision, was inSurvivors are one daughter, ministrative committee.
rough stretch of terrain believvestigated by the Murray PoPaof
Moss
Heath
Jennie
Mrs.
TWO CITED
ed to have been formed by delice Department on Saturday at
ducah; two sisters, Mrs. Lillian
bris gouged out of the lunar
9•12 p m No injuries were reof
Cox
Verna
Mrs.
and
Smith
that
crust by the meteoroid
ported.
By ALVIN B. WEBB Jr.
Murray; foster brother, John
created the Sea of Rains basin. Two persons were cited
Arizona;
Phoenix,
of
LONDON VD — A 23-yearStone
M.
Cars involved were a 1966
If geologists are correct in the Murray Police Department
old British housewife who took the interpretation of Fra Mau- over the weekend. They were grandson, Frank Moss of PaChevrolet two door hardtop drichildgrandchildfertility drugs after three
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (UPI) ven by Glen Dale Thweatt of
ro, the samples brought back one for reckless driving and ducah; four great
less years of marriage gave bir- by lunar module pilots Lovell one for improper registration, ren.
— Veteran Western Kentucky Benton Route One, and a 1961
th to sextuplets early today. and liaise may be representa- driving while intoxicated, reckFuneral services were held University basketball coach Ed Simca four door driven by DaFive were in good condition, tive of material deep below the less driving, and drinking in Sunday at 1:30 p.m. at the Lind- Diddle Sr., was reported "rest- vid Simmons, 1397 Johnson
and the sixth was stillborn.
sey Funeral Chapel, Paducah, ing well" today after a good Boulevard, Murray.
lunar surface. This would tell public.
The babies were born seven scientists
with Rev. John A. Wood other night at a hospital here.
the
about
mare
Thweatt, going south on
weeks prematurely to Mrs. Roseiating. Burial was in the BirmDiddle, 74, was stricken by North 10th Street, made a left
makeup.
moon's
mary Letts, wife of a computer
Marshall
ingham Cemetery in
a heart attack Saturday night turn onto Payne Street colliding
engineer. Doctors at London's
County.
at his home on the WKU camp- with the Simmons car going
University College Hospital said
us. Until last year. Diddle was north on North 10th Street, acthe babies were delivered by
listed as the "ieliMingest bas- cording to the police report.
Caesarian section beginning at
ketball coach" in history.
Damage to the Thweatt car
2:45 a. m.
Tommy Wells, 15 year old
DidW
Dr.
R.
McCormack,
was
on the right side and to
University
State
Murray
The
the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Gene Wells
It Was the third time in
dle's personal physician, said the Simmons car on the front
past two months five babies or A Cappella Choir, under the of Raleigh, North Carolina, has
the coach was responding well end.
more had been born to a mo- direction of Professor Robert earned his Eagle Scout award
to medication and would pull
Baer, will present its annual
ther in Europe.
He is the grandson of Mr.
through.
Officials with the hosprogram
children's
Christmas
recentSpain
A housewife in
and Mrs. Glyco Wells and Mrs.
1
pital said Diddle was resting
SHOPPING
ly gave birth to quintuplets. on Wednesday, December 17. Ivan Futrell and the late Mr.
well.
Two died a short time later In The program will be held in Futrell, all of Murray.
DAYS LEFT
Diddle retired as head coach
November, a woman gave birth the Murray State University
in
after
at
42
1964,
Western
am.
received
9:30
at
has
auditorium
man
young
all
and
in
The
London
to five girls
1
—
SeaSOITS.
-- The —Cericerts- are- sponsored the God and Country- award
(fury iv-ed. The Span.ieh. mot
head
served
as
Although
he
did not take fertility drugs but by the Music Department of and is a member of the Order
coach of all major sports at the
the Murray Woman's Club, Mrs. of the Arrow. He is the senior
the British mother did.
school, Diddle is credited with
According to available medi- Vernon Shown, chairman. M,s. patrol leader of his troop.
759 wins in basketball, a record
cal records, there have been- at Donald Story is in charge of
His grandparents, Mr. an d
that was surpassed only las
least 20 sets of sextuplets horn arrangements for the concerts Mrs. Glyco Wells, and his cousTert—be— AffOrpT—Itteip7—fiea
or Murray, were
slace...the._beginninse.of ihe-cene
in.
i CHRISTMAS SEALS FIGHT itiPaY.S4ala
ceacb at the. University of Ken 3 11.18INCIftlISIS AID gin rotir tom :
ury. In no case did all, six live.
in Raleigh for the Thanksgiv.
GRASS FIRE
lucky.
Doctors ,had told Mrs. Letts,
ing holidays and toe attend the
Diddle is a graduate of West
atass;
i4J
who worked part time as a reThe Murray Fire Department presentation ceremony and reurn and joined the staff in th
•
ceptionist before she entered was called to Guthrie Drive on ception held at the Edenton
1920s On the Western t ampu
the hospital in September. that Sunday morning at 10.30. Thii Street Methodist Church where
is E A. Diddle Arena, named
was a grass fire and was out or the C. ne Wells' family are
Tommy Wolls
in his honor.

Donald Maley To
Give Music Recital

soTc

EITHER REPORT

Apollo 13 Rocket
Goes To Launch Pad

Mrs. Ida Armstrong
ch.Fp
be 7unctl

Mrs. Housden rivii.m
Dies Sunday

Stolen Items
Are Found

Sister Of Local
Women Succumbs

Two Car Collision
Investigated By
The City Police

Sextuplets Are
Born In England

Ed Diddle Resting
Well After Attack

Tommy Wells Gets
Eagle Scout Award
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Plan $3 Million
Burn Victim Center

KENTUCKY
LEGISLATIVE
REPORT

Hospital Report

ALMANAC

December 11, 1969 Admissions
Martin Bailey, Rt. 2, Murray; By United Press International
Clyde Roberts, 502 Beale, MurToday is Monday, Dec. 15,
ree; OW° Butterworth, Rt. 2,
Murray; Miss Phyllis 13udzko, the 349th day of 1969 with 16
707 Chestnut Murray; Mies Ar- days to follow.
lene Burkeen, Rt. 8, Murray;
The moon is in its first
Mrs. Eunice Marshall, Rt. 1, quarter.
Calvert City; Tuovi "
The morning stars are Venus
#ikkinee,
Box 443, Murray; Mrs. Ruby
WILLIAMS
Most of Kentucky's 138 legis- old DeMarcus,(R) Stanford, min- Elkin', Rt. 1, Abno; GuY Wil- and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Merculators who will serve in the 1970 ority floor leader; Arthur L. son, New Concord; Miss JenMars and Saturn.
ry,
fascinating that no one could session of the General Assembly Schmidt, (R) Cold Spring, min- nifer Goodwin, Rt. 5, Murray;
On this day in history:
choose. But mine are being laid concluded their first informal ority caucus chairman, and Eu Jimmy
Wilkineon, Rt.5, MurIn 1791, the first 10 amendaside until after Christmas and joint meeting by electing their gene P. Stuart, (R) Prospect, ray; Gera/el Richerson, Rt. 3,
ments
to the constitution,
will be the basis of many an leaders and endorsing the inter- minority whip.
Murray; Mrs. Donna Harrington,
enjoyable hour before the fire in im committee system,
In reporting on activities o Rt. 1, Lynnville; Colice Scruggs, known as the Bill of Rights,
Legislative and party leaders the Legislature's joint commi- Box 4, Hazel; David St. John, went into effect after being
January.
for the 19'70 Legislature were ttees during the interim since Rt. 2, Bezel; Mrs. Maggie Cole- ratified by Virginia.
In 1957, a series of earthnominated, with few surprises, the 1968 General Assembly ad- man, 508 No. 4th St., Murray.
In unofficial but binding party journed, several committee cha- December 11, 1969 Dismissals quakes hit western Iran, killing
caucuses. The selections will irmen cited the value of the sys- Mrs. Wanda Johneon, Rt. 5, almost 1,400 persons.
In 1966, Walt Disney died at
be made official in formal party tem in helping legislators pre- Murray; Miss Tammy Sue Arncaucuses the night of January pare for problems and issues old, ftt. 6, Murray; Mrs. Norma the age of 65.
In 1967, a bridge over the
Bozarth, 201 No. 8th St., Mur5 and at the opening of the expected during the session.
The interim committee system ray; Gene Knight, Rt 1, Hard- Ohio River at Point Pleasant,
Legislative on January 6,
The Democratic
Caucuses Is essential if the Legislature is in; Mrs. Janet Furgereon, New W.Va., collapsed. The death toll
made the following selections: going to function as an indepen- Concord; Mrs. Margaret Downs, was finally fixed at 46.
--Rep, Julian M. Carroll,Paducah, dent and co-equal arm of govern- Rt 6, Murray; Mrs. Bonnie AtFRANKFORT, Ky., Dec. 12—
kins, Indian Mount, Tenn.; MasA thought for the day: Greek
ment,
speakers
said.
the
Several
for
a
second
term
as
Speaker
A Marshall Circuit Court award
of the House Rep, Norbert Blu- incumbent legislators and comm- ter Jerry Kevin Joliet 200 So. historian Polybius said, "Those
of $762,500 to Mrs. Jean Moore
eth St., Murray; Erie Cunning- who know how to win are much
me, Louisville, for Speaker pro ittee chairmen called for legisReed in her divorce case against
ham, Rt. 5, Murray;
more numerous than those who
tem of the House, and Sen. Will- lation to give the committe
:rushed stone businessman Clyde
Rt. 4, Murray;EvertBukn, Clyde know how to make proper use
statutory
authority
iam
work
to
Sullivan,
under
Henderson,
for
a
Reed was upheld today by the
Netherton (Expired), 807 No. of their victories."
second term as president pro the parent Legislative Research 19th St., Murray.
Kentucky Court of Appeals.
Commission (LRC).
tern of the Senate.
A tax-free sum of $500,000 in
A bill creating standing comm
The offices will be filled by
alimony is part of the total. The
vote of the entire membership ittees of the Legislature pass
balance is $25,000 a year payof each chamber, and the Demo- the 1968 General Assembly, but
ments to Mrs. Reed over a
cratic nominees are virtually was vetoed by Gov. Louie B.
period of 10
/
1
2 years.
assured of election because of Nunn. The interim Committies
Sedative for Temporary Relief of Simple Nervous Tension
In a 5-2 decision, the high court
now function as the advisor
modified the Marshall Circuit the Democratic majorities in
Each Sapsule Contains:
arm of(LRC),
each house.
Court ruling to the extent that
operation
The
Gov.
Lt.
of
Wendell
interim
Ford
cois,
of
Phenyitoloxamine Citrate
mg
the alimony shall be paid in
course president of the Senate mmittees has made possible a
Salicylamide
130 mg
four annual installments instead
and Party. Leaders named for "bead start" on anticipated legof in a lump sum, as directed
Distributed by
islation for the 1970 session
by Marshall Circuit Judge James the Assembly are Senate - Walter (Dee) Huddleston, (D) Eliz- according to the committee chLassiter.
airmen and James T. Fleming,
The court here also decided aberthtown majority floor leader; Tom Garrett, (D) Paducah, LRC director.
Murray, Ky. 42071
Phone 753-1231
that support payments to the
The committee chairmen callmajority caucus chairman; Joe
couple's
two
children
would
cease when they are 18, instead Stacy, (D) West Liberty, majo- ed attention to the number o
of 21, as decidect by Judge Las- rity whip; Wendell Van Hoose, committee meetings and public
(R) Tutor Key, minority floor hearings in which key issues
siter.
The high court agreed with leader; Charles B. Upton, OR) already have been studied. Fl
Williamsburg, caucus chairman, eming said the activity has
Circuit Court that Reed should
pay a third of the fees of Mrs. and Norman E. Farris, (R) Sc- a contributing factor toward th
drafting by LRC of more
Reed's attorneys and that the ience Hill, minority whip.
House - W. Terry McBrayer, 300 bills for the considera
$60,000 fee of those attorneys
was not excessive. The lawyers (D) Greenup, majority floor lead- of the Legislature when it
are L. M. Tipton Reed of May- er; William .1, (Bill) Reynolds, yeses.
(Tractor and Equipment)
field and William Scent of Pa- (D) Allen, majority caucus chairman; Joseph W. Prather,(D) In other action, a special subDan Gurney Cougar
ducah.
Vine Grove, majority whip; HarRaymond Dycus of Smithland
committee of the Interim Co-represented Reed.
mmittee on State Government
Further, the high court held
Al.. Eirerd Tractor Cushions, Bumpers, Seats
public-record judgment of Judge has initiated an investigation of
that if Reed's holdings were
state
publications,
especially
Lassiter, began his limestone
worth $4,761,000 as he claimed
those felt to be promotional,
business on a "modest' scale.
rather than $7.1 as she claimed,
rather
than informational.
Judge Lassiter said in his judgthe judgment still was justified.
Fleming sent a letter to each
ment that all the attorneys in
East Highway 94
Judge Lassiter had fixed Reed'E
Phone 753-2532
of the department and agency
the case "were
plowing
new
net worth at $4,775,000 to $5 milheads
in state government, reground" in the alimony considlion.
questing submission of samples
eration. He noted there was "tic
The divorce was awarded to
case precedent" available in the of all such materials to the
Reed on a charge of abandonCourt
of Appeals "at least to subcommittee and appearance
ment, although it originally was
the
extent
and magnitude of the of a representative of the desought by Mrs. Reed on the
partment or agency before the
marital property involved here.grounds of cruel and inhuman
subcommittee December 17-18.
In
the
divorce
treatment.
suit Mrs. Reed,
Rep, McBrayer is chairman
according to the Court of ApJudge Earl Osborne of Marof
the subcommittee, Members
peals today, said Reed secluded
shall County and Judge Homer
are Senator Upton and Rep. W. K.
himself in his room every evenNeikirk dissented from the high
(Bill) Henry, (D) Georgetown.
Present,
ing during 1965 and 1966 after
court's decision, claiming that
"The General Assembly seeks
having to pay $1 million to the
Mrs. Reed was not entitled to
to stop abuses and duplications
state and federal government in
alimony because she abandoned
of state publications without imback income taxes.
her husband.
pairing the effectiveness of the
The award is believed to be
The high courts also allowed
essential ones," Fleming's lettthe largest ever made in a Westpayment of $9,400 for experts
er said.
ern Kentucky court. It tops one
who

There is a little verse that says,
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for trariamission as "The Christmas that exhausts us,
Second Class Matter
must surrender a little time to the
SUBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 35g, per Christmas that exalts us." And
• Month $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties per year, $5.50; nothing is more true. In big
Zones 1 & 2, $13.00; Elsewhere $18.00. All service subscriptions $8.00. families, such as ours, there is
much to do, gift buying, wrapping
"The Outstanding Civic Asset ol a Cenimunity le the
and mailing, that will exhaust,
Integrity of its Newspaper"
especially if you have reached
that age which finds it doesn't
take as much chaos to upset one,
MONDAY - DECEMBER 15. 1969
as it did a few years ago.
The best remedy for a tired
brain and body, that I know of, is
just a few minutes, a very few is
LEDGER
all it takes, to read the second
TIMES ME
chapter of Luke or the fifty-third
chapter of Isaiah. Then we get
The Murray City Council reelected all city officials and employ- the true reason for all the hustle
and bustel and the gaiety. For it
ees at the meeting last night.
Kenny Oliver of the Kirksey Junior High 4-H Club showed and truly is the season when all
sold champion air cured tobacco at the District Show at Mayfield. Christian should be the happiest.
W. C. Elkins was speaker at the annual Murray High football We celebrate the birth, not only of
banquet sponsored by the Murray Junior Chamber of Commerce. a Babe in the manger, but of the
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Grogan, 509 Beale Street, are the parents Redeemer of the world. So lets
Lake a break every now and then,
of a baby boy born at the Murray Hospital.
so we won't get lost in the tinsel
and trappings of a holiday.
So many of us will get poinsettias for Christmas and
somehow, no other flowers quite
LEDGER A TIMES FILE
take the place of this bright red
plant. There are 90 many legends
about this fascinating flower,
named for the man who brought
Berbera Myers, Pat Dale Orr, Gerald Paschall, H. L. Ford, it to this country, Dr. Joel R.
Fay McReynolds, Wright Myers, Virginia Miller, Martha Rogers, Poinsett.
Victor Jones, and Anna Howard are members of the Lynn Grove
One such legend says, a poor
High School sophomore class play, "Mother's Moment", to be child bad nothing to offer the
presented December 17.
Christ Child and as he grieved, a
In basketball Hazel beat Kirksey 49 to 48, Murray Training big red blossom sprang up in his
over Hardin 37 to 33, and Cuba over Almo 59 to 39.
path. He joyfully plucked it and
"Mr. and Mrs. A. J. "Sime" Burkeen will celebrate their 57th carried it to the manger. The
wedding anniversary on December 18", from the column, "Seen Christ Child was charmed'by its
& Heard Around Murray",
beauty and smiled as He reaced
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is "Holiday Inn" starring Bing His tiny hand out for it.
Crosby and Fred Astaire,
Since we are planning our
indoor and outdoor decorations,
why not fix a tree for the birds.
With bits of suet, or of dried fruit
or mere bread crusts, a Coristmas tree will attract birds from
all around the neighborhood. Just
a branch of a cedar or pine tree
stuck firmly in the ground near a
But those things which proceed out of the mouth come forth
window will prove to be an enfrom the heart; and they defile the man.- Matthew 15:18.
When a man speaks, he unwittingly bares his soul, and he is_ joyable part of the festivities. It is
judged by his spoken thoughts. What manner of man do you portray? not only an interesting habit to
form but is a very humane one.
But don't start it unless you intend to keep it up. For they learn
to depend .on regular feeding.
During the days of snow or frozen
ground, it will be a boon to them
and they well repay by their
evident enjoyment of your gifts.
Those of us who have
ly laelocky Post leaselaghw egress
fireplaces, are urged to save the
FRANKFORT: The state fire marshal's
wood ashes, for they are a good
office is spearheading a campaign for consource of potash that is needed by
many plants. But if they are piled
struction of a new $3-million burn treatout in the rain and snow, their
ment center for Kentucky.
strength is washed away. Store
"No state or federal funds are inthem in a tight container until
volved," said Marshal Billy D. Williams.
wring, then use them around
"We hope to meet all costs through
plants and even sprinke it lightly
donations and fund-raising projects."
over the lawn.
of $750,000 made several years
If you use barnyard manure in ago in a Lyon County wreck
Hopes are to start construction in late
the spring, it is better to get it case — a case involving several
1971 at a site yet to be selected
now as it will improve with age people.
Williams said a Christmas ball will he
and can be more easily handled
The Reed
divorce case was
held Saturday at the Kentucky Hote 1,
next year.
filed April 25, 1967. The Reeds
Louisville, to raise funds.
January issues of magazines were married March 16, 1946,
, Tickets are available through Williams'
are beginning to come in, an- at Providence, where Reed was
nouncing the new plants and
office at $15 a couple.
in the coal trucking business.
seeds for next year.
Reed moved to Marshall CounThey are all so beautiful and
ty in 1950 and, according to the
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Lombardi Has Redskins Right OHIO UNIVERSITY
On His Green Bay Timetable IS PUSHING FOR

St

TIMES - MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Heywood Sparks
Denver To Win
By United Press International

BOWLING
STANDINGS

SPORTS

DILLAR OR DOLLAR
Interim Coach Joe Belmont
Week of DK. 12, 1969
of a first dawn.
may not stay around long if his Standings:
By FRED DOWN
W. 1..
The
Minnesota
Vikings
beDenver Rockets don't win, but Pin-Pals
UPI Sports Writer
38 18
came
the
first NFL team to win 12
Spencer Quads
The bad news for 15 National
34 22
By United Press International It looks like rookie
Football League teams today Is straight regular season games
Haywood is here to stay.
Champs
32 24
Haywood scored 26 points and Hi-Lo's
that Vince Lombardi has the since the 1934 Chicago Bears
to lead East Tennessee, which
29 27
Ohio
University's
basketball
when
they
shaded
the San
Washington Redskins right on
grabbed 26 rebounds Sunday Miracles
remained unbeaten with a 10-0-1
25 31
team
is
pushing
hard
for
his old Green Bay timetable to Francisco Forty-Niners, 10-7. recognition.
night and the Rockets present- Shakers
record.
22 34
Joe Kapp and Gene Washington
success.
North Dakota State, the top22 34
The unbeaten but unranked ed Belmont, who became their Flub-Ups
The Redskins defeated the pulled out the victory for the Bobcats scored their second head coach last week, with his Bowlettes
ranked small college team,
22 34
New Orleans Saints, 17-14, Vikings with a 51-yard pass
High Team Game
crushed No. 2 Montana 30-3 in
major upset of the' young first American Basketball AssoChamps
Sunday, raising their season play in the fourth period. Steve season Saturday night when ciation victory.
562
the Camellia Bowl.
In other
games, Miami Hi-Lo's
record to 7-4-2 with one game Spurrier completed 26 of 48 they edged 10th-ranked
559
Quarterback Bruce Grasamke
Ohio
Terry Bradshaw and marched ran for one touchdown and
left. The victory assured the passes for 279 yards for the State, 82-80, on the Buckeyes' trimmed Dallas, 119-115, and Quads
554
JEANSONNE
JOHN
By
High Team Series
off with a 34-14 Grantland Rice passed for another to pace
New Orleans beat Washington.
Redskins of their first winning Forty-Niners.
UPI Sports Writer
The Detroit Lions defeated home court.
Champs
Bowl victory, giving the Buc- North Dakota State, which won
1570
season since 1955, when they
104-94.
On Dec. 6 the Bobcats
1542 Colorado twice called time caneers the Mideast Regional Its 10th game this year.
Haywood sparked Denver to Pan -Pals
were 8-4, and gives them a the Los Angeles Rams, 28-0, the knocked off Purdue, which was
final
out
in
the
minute
the
of
1533
NCAA small college championrecord almost identical to Cleveland Browns downed the ranked No. 4 in the pre-season an early lead, which reached 16 Hi-Lo's
Karl Douglas threw three
Liberty Bowl game Saturday to
High Ind. Game SC
ship.
passes, ran for
points on three occasions in the
Lombardi's first season in St. Louis Cardinals, 27-21, the ratings.
touchdown
Atlanta
Falcons
184 score another touchdown. Or
beat the
Quarterback Larry Graham another score and kicked two
first 20 mLautes, but when he Martha Alls
Green Bay.
John
Canine
scored
25
points
it
give
perhaps
was
the
to
177
passed for two touchdowns, and extra points to give Texas A&I
Curt Knight's 19-yard field Philadelphia Eagles, 27-3, the to pace the Bobcats' victory took a brief rest the Stars Verona Grogan
Sallie Guy
175 Buffaloes a chance to savor tailback Mike Young threw for a 32-7 victory over Concordia
goal in the second period Packers rolled over the Bears, over Ohio State. The bustling pulled within four points at 67their 47-33 victory over Ala- one score and ran for another
High Ind. Game MC
proved decisive for the Red- 21-3, and the New York Giants guard tallied 18 points in the 63. So Haywood returned and Martha
for the NAIA championship,
bama.
Alb
229
topped
the
Stealers,
Pittsburgh
game
the
the
turned
Rockets
skins, who had a 17-0 halftime
first
half
as
Ohio
U.
built
a
48Shirley
Billington
225 Instead of killing the clock,
lead thanks to two touchdowns 21-17. None of Sunday's games 42 lead, but it took a driving into a runaway.
Sallie Guy
218 the Buffaloes decided it was
Larry Jones led the Rockets
by Charley Harraway. Edd affected the standings in any oi lam) by Doug Parker with two
High Ind. Series SC
necessary to increase their 40Hargett, taking over for Bill the NFL's four divisions.
minutes remaining to give the with 27 points and Lonnie Sallie Guy
509 33 lead before Alabama had a
The
Lions
scored
their
third
Kilmer, marched the Saints 58
Bobcats the lead for good. Dave Wright added 17 while Mery May Harris
469 chance to duplicate its thirdand 97 yards to touchdowns in shutout of the season against a Sorenson paced the Buckeyes Jackson scored 29 for Los Margaret Morton
463 period comeback.
Angeles.
the second half but a third Rams team which already had with 27 points.
High Ind. Series HC
The Crimson Tide had come
Don Freeman set a Miami Sallie Guy
drive ended with 1:45 to go clinched the Coastal Division
838 from a 31-19 halftime deficit to
In other games involving the
title.
Munson
Bill
threw
two
team record by scoring 45 Martha falls
when Hargett was tackled short
598 take a 33-31 lead on two
touchdown passes and Errol top 10, top-ranked Kentucky points
and
of the Phyllis Carson
nine
580 touchdown
defeated
109-92,
Indiana,
seby
passes
Neb
Mann kicked field goals of 38,
Floridians'
final
11
points
and
UCLA walloped
Hayden.
Splits Converted
22, 16 and 42 yards for the cond-ranked
Skip Thoren set a club record
Texas, 99-54, fourth-ranked
Hayden hit Griff Langston
Lions.
3-10
in rebounds with 28 against the Mary Smith
Bill Nelsen and Paul Warfteld South Carolina beat Virginia Chaparrals, who were paced by Verona Grogan
5-7 with a 55-yard scoring strike
fifth-ranked Southern
Helen Hargrove
5-8-10 and paqsed 10 yards to Johnny
connected on TD passes of four 62-51,
Cincy Powell's 30 points.
California
defeated
Iowa
State,
Sallie
Guy
5-10 Musso for another TD to give
By United Press International and 83 yards and Leroy Kelly 70-59, and eighth-ranked North
Gayle Egnor
2-7 the Crimson Tide a brief lead
also scored a TD for the
Glynda Black
5-7 before versatile All-America
Browns, The Falcons won their Carolina tripped Florida State,
If the past week hasn't
Ona Birdsong
86-75.
5-8-10 Bob Anderson put the game
game of the season.
fifth
provided much else, at least it
Jane Buchanan
Dan Issel scored 32 points
3-10 $ 5-6 away for Colorado.
Don Horn threw TD passes of
will give Jerry West some
Mary Harris
Anderson, who finished the
2-7
10 yards to Mary Fleming and and Mike Pratt added 21 in
ammunition for next year's
Polly Owen
5-6 day with 254 yards rushing,
to Travis Williams, and sparking Kentucky to its fourth
60
contract talks with the Los
Top Ten Averages
scored on runs of two and three
Williams ran 39 yards for a TD straight victory.
Margaret Morton
Angeles Lakers.
John Wooden gained his 500th
133 yards and the Buffaloes
as the Packers handed the
Mary Harris
The Lakers were on a four153 trapped Hayden in the end zone
Bears their 12th loss of the career college coaching victory
Mary Smith
game losing streak Sunday
147
stunned
as
UCLA
Job
Texas.
for a safety in the final period
victory.
season against one
Verona Grogan
night when West returned from
142 to give Colorado its eighth win
Gale Sayers starred for the Vallely paced the Bruins with
Sallie Guy
a three-game layoff because of
141 in 11 games this year.
Bears with 90 yards rushing in 29 points while Sidney Wicks
Polly Owen
injuries. He scored four clutch
140
chipped
20,
in
with
Bubba Crocker, who replaced
leaguehis
raising
tries,
25
Glenda }Lill
138 injured James Hamilton in the
points in the final 64 seconds to
John Roche scored only 10
leading total to 972.
136 first quarter, threw two touchgive his team a 131-127 victory
The Murray High Tigers will Martha Alls
Fran Tarkenton threw three points for South Carolina but
-136 down passes and ran for
over the Seattle Supersonics in TD passes, including a four- got six of them in a row to go to Benton Tuesday night to Ona Birdsong
132 another to lead Arkansas State
play the Benton Indians. Game Helen Hargrove
a National Basketball Associayarder to Ernie Koy with 48 spark a second-half spurt that
time for the B-Team game will Hilda Bennett
130 to a 29-21 victory over Drake in
tion game.
enabled
the
Gamecocks
to
pull
seconds left, to give the Giants
Valada Stuart
be 6:30 o'clock.
West finished with 29 points
128 the Pecan Bowl.
Jimmy Sullivan, Professional
a victory which extended the away from stubborn Virginia.
The Tigers opened the sea- Pat Scott
128
in his comeback appearance Steelers'
Tom Owens led South Carolina
East Tennessee State used a
of
12
streak
losing
NOTICE:
son
with
two
wins
against FanPhone 753-9166 or 753-3524
WILL DELIVER
while Elgin Baylor hit 37 points
blitzing defense to harrass
games, the longest in the NFL with 23 points.
League bowling will start
for the Lakers. Bob Rule bath
Southern California employed cy Faltaiend Trigg County.
Louisiana
Tech quarterback
since 1961.
fourth-ranked Pa- at 11:00 a. m. Friday, Dec. 19,
an individual high against the
a pressing man-to-man defense They'lostlb
Lakers this year with 45 points.
successfully to upend Iowa ducah Tilghman last Friday 1969 in order to be finished
In other NBA action, CincinState. The Cyclones were night after leading the Tor- in time for the schools disnado most of the first half.
missals.
KENTUCKY COLLEGE
nati beat the Phoenix Suns, 137leading the Trojans by nine
BASKETBALL SCORES
130, in double overtime, the
points when Southern California
Milwaukee Bucks defeated the By United Press International changed its defensive tactics
San Diego Rockets, 118-105, on
and turned the game around.
a 32-point performance by Lew Carson Newman Tournament Ron Riley paced the winners
Final
Alcindor, and the Philadelphia
with 17 points.
76ers, sparked by the clutch Union 94 Carson-Newman 90 ot
Charlie Scott scored 27 points
3rd
play of George Wilson and Billy
and Lee Dedrnon added 23 as
Cunningham, beat the Chicago Union Teen. 89 Cumberland 77 North Carolina handed Florida
Bulls, 126-121.
State its first loss of the
worth caught seven passes for
By GARY KALE
Oscar Robertson scored four Kentucky 109 Indiana 92
season. Dave Cowens
led
122 yards in his bid for the
UPI Sports Writer
jump shots in the second Louisville 93 Furman 69
Florida State with 21 points and
pass-receiving title Dickie Post,
overtime to pace Cincinnati to Murray 83 Aibilene Christian 69 17 rebounds.
leading
ground-gainer in the
Lance
Alworth's
first
pass
Its comeback victory. Phoenix Dayton 67 Eastern 83
other
games
In
Santa Clar
led by as much as 12 points Western 97 St. Francis, Pa. 67 won the Cable Car Classic by reception Sunday set a pro AFL, rushed for 106 yards and
during the game, but the score Georgetown 79
beating California, 58-52, Louis- football record for catches in scored on runs of 34 and two
Akron Goodyear 68 ville whipped Furman, 93-60, consecutive games. Warren yards.
was tied nine times during the
Thomas More 78 Hanover 72 Notre Dame beat St.
fourth period.
Louis, 65- Wells' last attempt at a pass Houston, trailing 16-0, rallied
Gail Goodrich hit .
an 18-foot Transylvania 88 Centre 76
Illinois edged Creighton, 57- reception Saturday hurt -Oak- to ,beat Boston and raise its
53,
jumper with three seconds left Rio Grande Ohio 121
Houston won the land's chances for a Super Bowl record to 6-6-2, worst among
51
and
Pikeville 91 Bluebonnet Classic
the playoff contenders. Pete
to force the game into overtime
by beating berth.
Bellarmine 79 Middle Tenn. 73
Alworth broke Don Hutson's Beathard, hobbled by strained
at 115-115, and at one point
Kent
State,
74-66.
Kentucky Wesleyan 96
standard set with Green Bay muscles in his right foot, threw
Phoenix took a five-point lead
Eastern III., 71
from 1937 through 1945 when he a 13-yard scoring pass to Jim
being deadlocked a Oakland City
before
Ind. 88
OAKLAND,
caught a John Hadl pass for Beirne with 3:14 remaining to
second time 123-123.
Campbellsville ri Oakland flanker Calif. (LTD- nine yards
to mark the 96th lift the Oilers from a 23-17
Warren
Robertson's eight points were
wells,
Tonight's Games
who suffered a shoulder injury straight game in which the San deficit.
complimented by four from Eastern Kentucky at
MoreheaC
in the Kansas City game, will Diego flanker has caught a Taking no chances on injury
Herm Gilliam and two from Murray at Bradley
not
be
available for the pass. The Chargers went on to before the playoffs, Jet Coach
Johnny Green in the final Western Ky. at Duquesne
Weeb
Joe
played
Ewbank
overtime to wrap up the Calvary at Spring Arbor Mich American Football League blitz the Buffalo Bills, 45-6,
Namath
the
for
first
only
The
56-year-old
playoffs.
Hutson
victory.
was
Union at Pikeville
present to congratulate Alworth quarter. It was enough as
Namath
a
threw
39-yard
on the accomplishment.
Wells, Oakland's premier touchdown pass to Bake Turner
It's rrnide to order to break out
flanker who specializes in and a two-yarder to Matt Snell.
Denver
Western
evaded
the
with the new look in men's
grabbing long touchdown passes, suffered a shoulder separa- Division cellar and dropped
clothes.
Buckled monk strap
tion during the Raiders' 10-6 Cincinnati into the sectional
and
basement
quarterback
Pete
as
t5iFforated
wing-tip with the
victory over Kansas City that
brought them the Western Liske made one of his rare
new look in shoes.
Division title in the American starts and passed for three
Break out with Roblee, the "IN .'
touchdowns. Wide receiver John
football league. Oakland
nished the season with home Embree collected scoring
look here, nOw.
attendance of 371,714, second throws of 37 and three yards
and Tom Buckman took a Liske
only to New York's 490,922.
Houston had to scramble in pass for four yards.
Bobby Howfield booted field
beating Boston 27-23, New York
routed Miami, 27-9, and Denver goals of nine and 51 yards for
defeated Cincinnati, 27-16, in the winning Broncos. Horst
Muhlmann put Cincinnati on the
other Sunday games.
Oakland won its tulle Satur- boand with field goals of 43,14
day when Wells set up the and 30 yards and Greg Cook
Raiders with a 72-yard pass passed 28 yards for Speedy
.
`4e
from quarterback Daryle La- Thomas for the Bengals' only
monica. George Blanda then touchdown.
WHERE CABLE IS AVAILABLE
booted
a 30-yard field goal. An
TOR NEW CUSTOMERS ONLY
eight-yard scoring pass to
Charlie Smith in the fourth
PHILADELPHIA (UPI) quarter was the deciding tally.
Tom
Woodeschick
of the
Kansas City's only touchdown
Philadelphia
- DOWNTOWN MURRAY Eagles underwent
was on Wendell Hayes one-yard
surgery after suffering a torn
sweep.
With two personal titles ligament in his left ankle in a
riding on the outcome, San game with the Atlanta Falcons
Diego smothered Buffalo. Al- Woodeschick gained 831 yards
rushing this season.

RECOGNITION

Colorado Tops Alabama In
Liberty; Buccaneers Win

West Leads Lakers
To Win Last Night

Murray High
Meets Benton
Tuesday Nite

For The Unhappy Golfer

CHRISTMAS SHOP
AT YOUR PRO SHOP

Calloway Country Club

Alworth Sets New Record As
Chargers Drub Buffalo 45-6

Break out
with the
fashion shoe

ADAMS SHOE STORE

PLENTY
of
FREE PARKING

ONLY

9
SHOPPING DAYS
'TILL CHRISTMAS
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Construction Continues — This new girl's dormitory is well along In
construction at Murray State University. The street in the upper lift is Chestnut Street and the street at the right is Payne. The new dormitory is In the

—
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foreground. At the right Is Whit. Hall, boys' dormitory. The business firms
along Chestnut manifest the rapid growth of business along Chestnut.

Beginning Of New Athletic Complex. This big hole is the beginning of a
more than $5 million dollar athletic complex. Earth movers may be seen In
the picture carving away the hillside. The street at the left is the by-pass road

PAGE

and across tt
ROTC rifle rl
the athletic

EVEN WITH "TIGHT MONEY" FUTURE
Progress in Murray is continuing at a rapid pace with construction proceeding
at a good rate even though construction in general has been tempered by the high
interest rates now prevailing.
New construction at the university overshadows that in the rest of the city
with the approval of the new five million dollar football stadium and athletic complex
the university, Included in new building is the $3 million plus addition to the Fine
Arts Building which will be the tallest building on the campus. The high auditorium
ceilings will boost total heighth of the addition. The ;1.5 million new girls dormitory
is well along the way also.
In the remainder of the city the new Public Library building is nearly completed on the exterior. This building is located on Main Street just west of the Titsworth Dental Clink.
.•
Owens Food Market has just completed a new grocery store on West Main
just east of the old building. Work is progressing on'the sixteen apartments which are
located above the new grocery store:
The new Burger-Chef building is well underway on West Main across from
the Dairy Queen.
The new one and one-half million dollar addition to the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital is expected to begin in the near future just as soon as the bonds can
be sold. The primary "stumbling block" on this project is the interest rate at which
bonds may be sold. State law limits the bond interest rate at seven per cent and the
bond market is demanding a higher interest rate. The Murray Water and Sewer Systqm
is facing the same dilemma. It hopes to sell bonds to pay off the construction of the
new Bee Creek sewer line. Here again these bonds are bound by state law to sell for no
more than six and one-half per cent while bond buyers are demanding a higher rate.
Four-laning of U.S. 641 North is proceeding on schedule. This four-lane section
is several miles long and is part of a long term project to four-lane this higt.way to the
access road to Kentucky Will.
The four-laning of South 12th Street gives the city a four-lane approach from

Ask,

New Business Area — A completely new business area opened recently in the area formerly occupied by Sykes Saw Mill. This Bunny Bread distribution center and retail
outlet was recently constructed as well as a building for Tinsley Heating and Air Conditioning and Carlos Black, Painters. This area is named Wildwood Commercial Subdivision.

the south and when the four-laning of Mail Street is comple
four-lane approach from the west. Many people hope for a
Highway 94 East to Kentucky Lake. When :hese approaches
principal approaches to Murray will be far more spacious that
has.
There has been some slowing in hame building in '
divisions surrounding the city, however e- isostantia1 amount
way. Homes continue to rise, both in the sdbdivisions and in t
A number of stores in the downtown section of the cit
Scott Drug Downtown has been completely remodeled in the i
pany has installed a new front with metal awning. Corn-Austi
a new front with awning. A new look was cf:itained by Jeffrey
front.
In the last several months several new firms have r
venient Food Mart moved into the Northside Shopping Center
of Hopkinsville Federal Savings and Lapin Association establi
Street.
A new shoe repair firm was brought from Cairo, Ill
at the intersection of South Fourth and Sycamore.
Uncle Jeff's Discount Center made its fifth expansii
South City Limits and installed a pharmacy and drug cente
. Murray Insurance Agency moved from its old loca
Bank to Bel Air Shopping Center. Its old quarters will be use
by the bank.
Adding to the cultural scene in the city was the Rob
in the yard of the Murray Electric and Murray Water and Sel
fountain located at the Peoples Bank TV Drive-In Branch
created much favorable comment since it was first construct(
Continuing expansion of the city limits and the gri

This photo-story of part of the progress of Murray indicates to some degree that growth Is
and planning for the future by other businesses continuing, the climate in Calloway County
taken by Edward R. Collie with editorial matter by other members of the staff of the Ledgs

Feur•lan• Highway — Other than the four-laning of South 12th Street
for a short distance, the four-lane project on U.S. 641 is the only highway of

this width in the county. This proleit Is nearly flee miles long and it is hepod
that it will be continued to meet the access rood to Kentucky Dam in the near
future.

0
di

Transportation Cure — With transportation In and out of Murray a constant point of criticism, the Murray-Calloway County Airport may well become
the cure. To help the situation the 3,000 foot runway was recently elongated

to 3300 feet I
airport as Kyl

EMBER 15. 19t.,

I beginning of a
may be seen In
the by-pass road
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and across the top of the picture is U.S. 641 North. At the lower left is the
ROTC rifle range. This new stadium will also house various offices including
the athletic department and possibly ROTC department.
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The fantastic Growth of the university dormitory area Is caught in this
striking aerial photo with all of this area north of Chestnut Street. The present stadium is in the foreground. The cross shaped Hart Hall is In the center
of the picture surrounded, from the foreground counter-clockwise by Clark

Hall, Richmond Hall, Franklin Hall, and Springer Hall. The shadow of Elisabeth Hall Is at the left. Proceeding north on 15th toward the top of the picture are the new cafeteria and Hester Hall with the married housing units at
the top of the picture. Other married student housing is at the upper right.

UTNE OF MURRAY APPEARS BRIGHT

four-laning of Maii Street is completed the city will have a
the west. Many eop1e hope for a substantial upgrading of
itucky Lake. Whe :hese approaches are completed the four
Vlurray will be far more spacious than what the city presently
,
some slowing in ame building in the city and in the subcity, however et. Dstantial amount a building is still underrise, both in the siibdivisions and in the city itself.
res in the downtown section of the city have been refurbished.
is been completely remodeled in the interior. Ryan Shoe Corny front with metal awning. Corn-Austin Company has installed
. A new look was *tamed by Jeffreys with a completely new

ral months several iew firms have moved into the city. Con!cl into the Northside Shopping Center and the Murray Branch
Savings and Loan Association established itself on East Main

lair firm was brought from Cairo. Illinois, and is now located
luth Fourth and Sycamore.
scount Center made its fifth expansion to the building at the
nstalled a pharmacy and drug center.
we Agency moved from its old location next to the Peoples
g Center. Its old quarters will be used in an expansion project

ultural scene in the city was the Rob Huie Memorial Fountain
iy Electric and Murray Water and Sewer System building. The
Peoples Bank Tv Drive-In Branch at Sixth and Main has
comment since it was first constructed.
insion of the cit!. lunits and the growth within the city has

„boosted the population of the city to an estimated 16,000. The United States Census
now underway will determine the exact figure. In 1960 the population was slightly
'under 10,000.
Local bank assets rose from $23 million in 1960 to the present figure of over
$63 million. Sewer connections rose from 2238 in 1960 to the present nearly 3700.
Murray has above the national average in car ownership with 155 cars for
every 100 local families. 11,470 passenger cars are registered in Calloway County.
The City of Murray has one of the lowest rates for electricity in the Tennessee
Valley, even with the recent increase in rates by TVA.
- The at; governrnent continues to press for improvements. With a new tax
structure the city will be able to add to the city fire and police departments, upgrade
vehicles in the Sanitation System and set up funds for the purchase of a new fire
truck, making five for the city. One stumbling block which developed last week is that
income from the new insurance tax will not be available until 1971, however this will
increase the city's coffers by $40,000 in January 1971 to give impetus to progress.
Bids have been received on the new standpipe for the city which will hold
another million gallons of water above ground. The city already has one standpipe
containing over one million gallons and another underground tank holding one and onehalf million gallons.
The city will be completely served by sewers when one short line is added on
North Fourth Street. A new million gallon standpipe is planned by the water system
to give the city three reservoirs. The treatment plant of the sewer system has been
doubled in size.
A new shopping center is planned on the north side of the city.
Most subdivisions are served by city water, city natural gas and electricity.
The business life of Murray and Calloway County apparently is on a solid
foundation. The presence of Murray State University. Kentucky Lake, Barkley Lake
and the Land Between the Lakes area plus the upgrading of highways in the area
promises a great future for Murray and Calloway County.

The new Murray-Calloway County Library is rapidly being completed on the exterior.

Since this phntngraph was made the canopy in front has been finished. The library building is located on Main Street. This building will be as modern as any library and will offer new and different services.

:ales to some degree that growth Is continuing at a good pace. With solid growth indicated,
ng, the climate on Calloway County appears good. The aerial and other photographs were
er members of the staff of the Ledger and Times.

Murray a con.
ay well b•come
ently elongated

P. 3300 foe to allow the landing of DC-3 planes and possibly Lear lets. The
airport at Kyle Field is growing importance to • growing community.

Business Boom — With the increase in enrollment and construction at
tise university, businesses have been constructed rapidly on Chestnut Street
which runs at the left of the picture. At the bottom of the picture is the new
Freed Cotham Company building, and proceeding toward Ow top of the plc.

Pure, the Thiii•oughbred Grill, Conysii;iisnt Mart, Dairy Castle, then the Northside Shopping Center which houses several business firms. Businass continues
almost "door to door" to the college dormitories. At the top of the picture is
the new and highly modern Cheri and Capri theatres.
d.
•
-.11.-11.
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Regular Meeting Of
The Eastern Star
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Mrs. J. B. Burkeen .

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Please rush me 10 "DO'S AND DON'TS"
on how to get my husband back. He hasn't actually left me,
he's just not here. I am 26 and Harold is 28 and he hasn't
even held my hand since last June.
We have two adorable children. We had planned to have
four, but if I'm going to have any more, I will have to look
into artificial insemination. I've been complaining about this
for a long time, but it hasn't done me much good. Harold
says he's "tired." [But he's not too tired to play 36 holes of
golf every Sunday!]
Then it suddenly hit me. I guess I just don't appeal to
him anymore. I don't know why. I'm the same girl he chased
all over the campus at Nebraska U. back in 1963. I haven't
let myself go to seed and I know there's nobody else. I just
hate to be the aggressor, but if I wait for Harold to make the
first move nothing will ever happen. Besides, I have my
,pride. So please be a pal, Abby,.and send me those 10 "DO'S
AND DON'TS" on how to get my husband back. Thank you.
LOST HAROLD
DEAR LOST: I wish there were 10 "Do's and Don'ts" on
bow to revive a marriage, but there aren't. Every marriage
Is different. (And so is every "Harold.")
Face your problem squarely, and tell it to Harold! Don't
play a waiting game, and forget your pride. Harold obviously
has a problem. It could be physical. Or emotional. In any
ease be has cooled off far too much for a young man who is
still on the sunny side of 30.
DEAR ABBY: I am a freshman in college. My boyfriend,
of three weeks invited me to spend a four-day ski-holiday
with him during the Christmas break. He is a senior and a
very nice guy.
My parents will be on a trip during that ttme, and I will
be caring for my 8-yesiz-qld brother. Do you think it would be
all right if I were to4sk my boyfriend if I might take my
little oblinther along? My boyfriend has already rented a
chalet in the mountains, and I'm afraid if I don't go with him
he might ask somebody else. I like this boy a lot and don't
want to lose him. .
SOUTHERN CAL
DEAR SOUTHERN: Why not? Maybe your boyfriend has
a little sister he'd like to bring along.
DEAR ABBY: Your column in which you sounded a note
of warning to those who could be having a "treat" instead of
'a treatment interested me.
Unfortunately, some properly licensed and presumably
"ethical" therapists, both medical and otherwise, are now
engaging in a wide range of body contact intimacies in the
name of "sensitivity training" and other euphemisms.
I am aware that you must remain neutral with respect to
your comments on techniques in the professions, but when
you advised parents and responsible family members to
use
a litle common sense and investigate any suspicious
"treatment," I couldn't agree with you more.
If more people insisted on more information from
doctors, psychiatrists, psychologists and others in the allied
professions, "treatment" would cease to be a mysterious
ritual, and could be much better understood by everyone.
VIRGINIA JOHNSON, CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGIST
DEAR ABBY: This is in response to SPOOK, who hated
his October 31st birthday, and whose Patron
Saint was
"WOLFGANG." He ought to feel lucky. I have two children
[13 years and 8 years old] and they were
bola born on
Halloween. And as If that wasn't bad enough, our name is
FRANKENSTEIN.
Very Truly Yours,
MRS. P. FRANKENSTEIN, SEATTLE, WASH.
What's your problem! You'll feel better if you get it off
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box Mee, Los Angeles, CaL
WOW. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
esivelope.
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
sea/ $t to Abby, Box $1700, Los Angeles. Cal. 11110/11.
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Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star held
its regular meeting at the Masonic Hall on Tuesday, December 9, at seven-thirty o'clock in
the evening.
Mrs. Brenda Newberry, worthy matron, presided. The chapter was opened with prayer,
the flag presented with the allegiance given, and the usual
business routine.

How can reader
get hubby back?

—

National Forensic
League Gives
Plan For Group

Hazel Junior Beta
Club Has Project

Garden Department Proper Care
Of Woman's Club
Has Annual Party For Furniture
Do you take care of your
Eighty women played bridge
furniture? Proper care means
Jr canasta December 4 in the longer life for most pieces
annual party given by the Gar- — so if you don't take care,
den Department of the Murray you should.
Woman's Club, in the Club
These hints may help: Avoid
House.
exposing wood surfaces to exFunds from this event will be treme heat, cold or humidity.
used by the Department for Use only the polishes recomcommunity projects. Mrs. Gene mended for furniture.
A selfpolishing floor wax,
Brandon is chairman.
used on furniture, will
Dessert was served before when
soften the finish. Always lift
punch
and
the game began
objects when moving them.
from a 'Christmas table, during
Never drag furnituie across
the hours of the party. A bell a finished surface.
rang at 3:30 and the game was
Bunches of rings on her
stopped. Prizes were awarded
to high scorer at each table. fingers make a woman ready for
Mrs. Ed Diuguid had high any fall fashion scene. Singular
bridge score and Mrs. Bryan shapes and styling, a colorful
mix of stones, the bright light of
Tolley high canasta.
Other table winners were: enameling all contribute to
Bridge, Kathryn Outland, Ada keeping rings right on fa%hion
Mae Gibson, Mable Schul
Opal Fulton, Mary Sue Simmons, Sarah Mayfield, Kathy phine McClure.
The planning committee was
Burchfield, Ito Outland, Nell
Roach, Ruth Brandon, Sara composed of Verble Yates, CloKing, Louise Buckingham, Re- ver Cotham, Elna Hendon, Ruth
ba Kirk, Gretchel Ross, Clarice Wilson and Lochie Hart. HosSparkman, Ellie Keene, an d tesses were Ruby Melugin, Effie
two players whose tallies were Vaughn, Sallie Livesay, Lochie
not identified; canasta winners Hart, Maude Nance, Myrtle
were Jessie Robinson and Jose- Douglass, and Zula Sykes.

The Hazel Junior Beta Club
Sunday, December 14
The Murray State Universi
National selected for one of its projects
of
the
Members
Raymond Wrather, deputy Art Department will have
the collecting of clothes for the
Forensic League at Murra
grand patron of District 22 was Christmas sale In the Unher•
children at Paradise Children's
in.
like
to
would
School
introduced as was Judith Jack- sity School auditorium from 12 High
Home.
form the public on the what
son, grand representative to noon to five
organization
their
why
of
and
The members left at noon on
•••
Alabama in Kentucky.
Members of this organization Thursday, December 4, to take
Serving with Mrs. Newberry
Monday, December 15
following
prepared
the
have
the clothes to the home. Those
were Charles Jackson, worth/
The women of St. John's Epis- explanation.
that went were Juana Stockpatron protem, Nettie Klapp, copal Church will meet at the
Communication is the way we dale, Dianne Johnson, Denise
associate worthy matron pro- home of Mrs. Charlie Moore
get things done. Ninety per Johnson, Beth Crabtree, Lynn
tern, Norman Klapp, associate 1658 Ryan Avenue, at 7:90 p.m
cent
of our time that is spent Erwin, Earlene Cooper, Danny
Judith
•••
worthy patron protem,
communicating
is either in Futrell, Brenda Overcast, Joni
Jackson, secretary, Belva Dill,
The Murray-Calloway County speaking or listening.
Tidwell, Valerie Crabtree, and
treasurer, Janice Nesbitt, con- .Taycettes will meet at the home
One group which is involved Alene Paschall.
ductress, Twila Coleman, as- of Mrs. Joe Doran, 711 Main
communication
is
totally with
While there the Beta memprotem, Street, at seven p.m.
conductress
sociate
the National Forensic League bers were taken on a tour of
•••
Mary Ruth McCuiston, chaplain,
at Murray High School.
Olene Portis, organist protem,
The Penny Homemakers Club Their type of communication the home. They were told many
things about the home and how
Robbie
marshall,
Nell Robbins,
will meet at the Holiday Inn .
...omes in many forms. It may it is operated.
Wilson, Adah, Sybil Lasater, at ten cm. with Mrs. Paul But:eke on the characteristic of a
The members returned to
Ruth, Betty Riley, Esther, Gus- terworth u hostess.
dramatic reading brought t o school at 2:15 in the afternoon
•••
sie Geurin, Martha, Euldene
life by Molly Stubblefield. Or
• ••
Robinson, Elects, Marion Elk-1
The Rho chapter of Alpha it may be a stirring oration by
ins, warder, and George Wil- Delta Kappa will have a dinner Bob Spann. It could be the
liams, sentinel.
meeting at the Holiday Inn at familiar lines of Shakespeare's
An initiation ceremony was six pa.
Romeo and Juliet played so re•••
held with the degrees of the
listically by Mark Tinsley and
Beta Sigma Phi sorority will ayda Stuart.
order being conferred upon
Susanne
Dee Lamb, Eva Lamb, Pay meet at the home of
In another area we find conLamb, and Jerry Lamb. The im- KcDougaL
frontation and conflict over the
•••
pressive obligation was given by
contemporary topic of United
Tuesday, December 141
Charles Jackson.
The Coldwater Homemakers States foreign military policy
Clean hands in the Middle
Following the meeting a socso forcefully debated by Ricky Ages were considered a status
ial hour was held with refresh- Club will meet at the home of
Weatherly.
and
Alan
Jones
symbol.
ments of coconut cake and Mrs. Earl Adams at one p.m.
•••
_ We must also have humor
Only nobles, and the middle
punch being served by Mary
The Good Shepherd United and we find it in many forms. classes who were the social
Ruth McCuiston and Nell RobIt may be poetry or prose or it climbers of those days and
bins. The refreshment table was Methodist Church WSCS will
may be the humorous sketch
wanted to be like them, pracat
the
home
of
Mrs.
Libmeet
centered with a lovely Christhandwashing.
The
"Sparkin" presented for a civic ticed
by Ma&n at one p.m.
mas arrangement.
peasant group had no servants
•••
group by Don Lampkins, Nancy
Others attending, not preor facilities for washing their
Murray Assembly No. It Or- Matbis, Wanda McNabb and
viously mentioned. were Wii
hands, and often ridiculed
Jennifer Taylor.
Rainbow
the
for
der
of
Girls
ham Moffett, Ruth Moffett, Jothose who did.
The National Forensic Leaan rGadner, Thelma McDougal, will meet at the Masonic Hall
The nobility also washed
communicate;
seeking
to
gue
is
Burline Lovins, Maudie Arm- at seven p.m.
hands openly at mealtime.
•••
the development of communistrong, Thelma Parker, and Ed
Thus, family and friends were
The Tau Phi Lambda skim- cation is an art which demands
able to assure each other of
Elkins.
much work to be perfected.
their cleanliness.
The next regular meeting will ity will have a Christmas party
fifty
School
has
Murray
High
Everyone helped himself
be held on Tuesday, January at the borne of Mrs. Glenda
oung people who are working
from a common howl in the
13, at 7;30 p.m. at the Masonic Smith at seven p.m.
, •• •
nd seeking to communicate by
center of the table. It was
Hall.
considered good taste to use
The Calloway County Assoc- oing their thing. They are trythe fingers of the right hand
lation for Retarded Children ng to develop skills, not only to
to reach ior food. The left
will meet at Robertson School in contests, but also to apply
hand was reserved for noseat 7:30 p.m. All members and hese skills to everyday living
wiping. Neither forks nor
interested persons are urged toland communication.
handkerchiefs were yet in use.
articles
When
you
read
the
attend.
Today, hanckashing is not
•••
and reports on speech and de-,
only available to everyone, but
has reached a high degree
The Christian Women's Fel- bate contests, think of all these
of sophistication. Everyone
lowship of the First Christian points, please.
• ••
can have "hospital clean"
Church will meet at the home
hands by using a gentle anof Mrs. Wayne Sheeks, 1323
tibacterial skin cleanser such
Main Street, at 7:30 p.m.
:is pHisoHex for routine
•••
Auto Insurance Per Mile
hanciva,
,hing, to keep hands
Insurance
YORk
—
NEW
Wednesday, C,comber 17
as germ-free as possible.
The Wadesboro Homemakers (Isis only 1.4 cents of the total
According to the National
Club will meet at the Holiday 11 cents per mile needed to
Sanitation Foundatin, whose
Inn at 10:30 a.m. Gifts will be operate an automobile. says the
head-quarters are at the
University of Michigan's
Insurance Information Instiexchanged.
•••
School of ruhlic Health, "the
tute. 111. notes that-die car
hands remain the most
The women of the Oaks owner pays more for parking
dangerous delriment to the
Country Club will have its re. and tolls than he does for auto
prevention of disease and the
gular bridge day at 9:30 a.m. insurance.
promotion of sanitation."
VICKIE EDWARDS
For reservations call Mrs. Jima
Bryan 753-8280.
•••
South Marshall
Thursday,
December 18
* * *
Girl Was Elected
The Zeta Department of the
Antique ideas in ring styles
President Of Slack
Murray Woman's Club will have
are favorites, the blackened
an open house at the home of still
Vickle Edwards, president of
finish almost always diamond
Mrs. Frank Kane, 1617 Keenethe South Marshall High School
where the
land Drive, from 7:30 to 9:00 studded. Here's
Library Club and Beta Club
the
amethysts,
cabochon
p.m. Hostesses are Miss Vivian
member was elected president
corals and the
Hale, Mesdames Franklin Fitch, turquoises, the
of SLACK (Student Library Asroles,
Eugene Flood, Henry-Fulton, cameos play their starring
sistants Club of Kentucky) at Robert Hahs, and Raymond He- and pearls play the supporting
the annual meeting held Nov- witt.
role.
ember 13 at Murray University
•• •
School.
The Business and ProfessionTwenty three schools we re al Women's Club will have its
represented by 287 library as- dinner meeting at the Woman's
sistants and sponsors.
Club House at 6:30 p.m.
••
Temple Hilt Chapter No. 911
Stretch Slippers
Order of the Eastern Star is
IIIT RIPON
I
scheduled to meet at the MasOnic Hall at 7:30 p.m.
• ••
The Fidel's Sunday School
Criss of the First Baptist
Chub will meet in the fellowship hall of the church at 11
a.m, for the annual Christmas
party. A potluck lunch will be
served and each is to bring a
small gift for exchange. Al]
members are urged to attend.
• ••
Friday, December 19
The Lynn Grove Homemakers Club will have a Christmas
party at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord at seven pm.
•••
The Murray Firetts will meet
at six p.m.
Put

Handwashing
--A Noble
Gesture
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Give
the most
accurate
watch
in the
world...
Accutrone

BELTONE
thgaidbd
bearing aid

We At
OLD CC
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•
at
We still
emu

109 Nis

The Accutron timepiece has no balance wheel,
no mainspring, no hairspring. Instead it has a tiny,
electronically-powered tuning fork.
(That's what makes it hum.)
The tuning fork splits a second into 360 equal
parts. The best a ticking watch can do is divide
a second into 5 or 10 parts.
Accutron time is so nearly perfect. that Bulova
guarantees monthly accuracy to within 60 seconds.*

Phc

NOV REW
black and
Pointer Bird
lar. Eddie
llth Street,
3301,

rt's

ACCUTROW by BULOVA

SPECIAL OT
$10.50 for
810.00. Call
Doris' Beaut
8474.

Lindsey's Jewelry

WOUL YOU
your home?
arrangement

ACCUTION "240"—Stainless
steel, water resistant, silver dial,
luminous dots and hands. $115.

ACCI)TION CALENDAR "AM" —
Stainless steel, water resistant,
silver dial, luminous.
$150.

•We will adjust to this tolerance, If necessary
Csuarentee Is for one full year.
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CHRISTMAS CLUB

POINSETTIA
Shirley Florist

SHRC

-

with a beautiful, long-lasting
low growing

from

Please
Name
City_
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Say
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Locally o
est for 20
reached 24

Call Tv
In
Moe
Keleher
Cookware
Asaociat

the "Merry" back into Christmas for

the coming year. A small deposit in our
Accident Tolls
NEW YORK—Accidents Of
various kinds injured 13.4 mil
lion persons in the United
States in 1968. says the hien:nee Informa ' Institute. 1 he
economic loss, including that
from highway accidetits
fires, was estimated at a reionl
S25.98 billion.

Fur pantsuits are for all day.
They range 115W--cidr-to mink
and are cleverly, cut in many
styles. Jumpsuits also come in
fur versions.

Christmas Club will send you off toward
HOLIDAY — Bulky, waffle knit
body is gently interlaced with
silver metallic. Large yarn porn
has silver metallic strands to
match body. One size stretches
to fit hosiery sizes 9 to 11.
Choice of three colors in attractive gift box.

RYAN SHOE _
STORE

KELL'
. GO1

smooth sailing when next season's January bills come flooding in . .. Join

BOW!

Phan

fri

Laaated I

PEOPLES
BANK..
Of
Murray,Kentucky

Member Of FDIC

-ilF:,;t:4 WAISTS
'

W ANTED: V,
35,000 BTU at
3651
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NOTICE

SERVICES OPFIRED

NOTICE

MEN-TRAIN NOW
FOR A BIG PAY
JOB AS A CLAIMS ADJUSTER

Former U.S. Army mechanic and service
station
tendant, EDWARD D. PAIGE, is now employed atas
staff adjuster by Free State Adjusters in
"Your I.A.S. Horne-Study Course is, in my Virginia.
opinion,
the best that can be obtained. Also, the
Resident
Training I received gave me a good working
knowl•
edge and understanding of the claim
adjusting
business."

on her
in
nan ready for
.tene. Singular
g, a colorful
bright light of
ontribute to
t on fathion

was
ic Yates, CloHendon, Ruth
ie Hart. HosMelugin, Effie
vesay, Lochie
ance, Myrtle
a Sykes.

You can earn top money in this fast moving, actionpecked field. Insurance Investigators are urgently
needed to settle claims worth billions of dollars annually. The tremendous increase of auto accidents
alone have doubled the need of qualified adjusters.
Train at home in your spare time followed by two weeks
Resident Training at school owned facilities, MIAMI
BEACH, FLORIDA or LAS VEGAS, NEVADA. Nationwide employment assistance Write for FREE information. Accredited Member National Home Study Council.

1mmittee

•

r

FOR

11FrER•N, AND INSERV,GE PERSONNEL UNDER NI*
G. BILL

INSURANCE ADJUSTERS SCHOOLS, Dept.43/1
1901 N.W. 7 St., Miami, Florida 33125
Please Print
Name
Address
City

L A"

NOTICE
ELECTROLUX SALES & See.vice, Box 113, Murray, Ky., C
IL Sanders. Phone 382-3176,
Lynnville, Kentucky. Dec.-13-NC
BELTONE factory fresh hearing aid batteries for all make
hearing aids, Willie Drugs.
TFC

We Are Now Selling
OLD COUNTRY HAMS
Hekl Back For Xmas
Sit $1.10 Lb.
We still have that good
country Sausage
SHROAT'S MEAT
MARKET
109 North 5th Street
Phone 753-2953

$50.06 REWARD for return of
black and white heavy ticked
Pointer Bird dog. Name on collar. Eddie Roberts, 306 South
11th Street, Murray, phone 7533301.
D-15-P
SPECIAL on permanent waves,
$10.50 for $8.00, $12.50 for
$10.00. Call for appointment.
Doris' Beauty Salon phone 753E474.
D-15-C
WOUL YOU LIKE Santa to visit
your home? Call 753-8459 for
arrangements. December 15-19.
D-15-C
FOR THE MAN who has everything, give him a Ford tractor
this Christmas. Billington-Forsee Tractor Company, Highway
94 East, phone 753-2532. D-16-C
1970 CALENDAR Desk Stands
and refills are now available at
the.Ledger & Times Office Sup• store.
TFNC
TREE SURGEON. Evergreens
trimmed or removed. Land.
'
raping. Yard care. For these
services call Kelley's Termite
and Pest Conrtol 753-3914, located 100 South 13th Street.
H-D-17-C

Elitcraotux SALES & Service, Boa 213, Murray, Ky., C.
M. Sanders. Phone 382,3176,
Lyanviile, Kentucky. Jan.-20-C
.4

ROACHES
Carry Germs
SPIDERS
Are Poison
TORMITES
Eat Your Home

Moo. osit
C. P. Williams

Time Finance Co.
Southside Manor
Phone 753-6702
Murray, Kentucky

•

w!

1111111MIN.1111111L.

KELLY'S PEST
CONTROL

USED OFFICE equipment including desks, theirs., adding
machines, legal size filing cabinet. Phone 753-8606, 753-7730
or 7534110 after 5:00 p. tn.

NOTICE

Auction Sale

Trc

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 17 2 SALES

SPECIAL CHRISTMAS gift Murray Woman's Qub cookbooks and Kentucky wenic
placemats. Call 435-2345 or 756
4498 for information. Dec.-16.0

1st Sale 2:00 - 2nd Sale 7:00

in the form of • colorful presents
tion envelope.
So who not buy the gift that
grows with the years, never goes
out of style and is guaranteed to
satisfy?

PIANOS, GUITARS, Banjos and
others. Christmas special, used
Baldwin, also 5 foot Baby
Grand. Reed's Music, Hwy 58,
Phone 5274955, Benton, Ky.
Jan.-6-C

Hopkinsville, Kentucky
Fine Imported English Antiques. 40 ft. van truck load,
consisting of furniture, china, bronze pieces, grandfather and wall clocks, paintings, prints, brie a brac,
and many many items not mentioned.

HAND-MADE GIFTS. Gifts of
Art. Also many "Mod" Gifts
for the teenager. Phone 12 to
5 daily. The Gallery.
D-16-C

FOR YOUR home remodelin&
additions and repairs. Free estimates. Call 753-6123. Jan.-20-C
SAWS FILED, electric heaters
and all small appliances repaired. 512 R So. 12th St., 7534067.
Jan.-8C
PROMPT and guaranteed washer, dryer, range, dishwasher
and refrigerator service. Paul's
Phone 7534865.
Jan.-19-C

Write for Descriptive Brochure
Terms: Cash. Dealers invited to lock

BEAUTIFUL coruroy afghan,
$15.00 and $20.00. Phone 753.36113.
D-18-C

A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 7534502

Monday. Tuesday and Wednesday

WEST KENTUCKY LAND & AUCTION CO.
Hopkinsville - 885-3117. 886 7135 - Elkton - 265-2719
AUCTIONEERS
Stanley Fritz, Broker

Harold Cox
lie

ECONOMIC SECURITY ELIMINATES 362 JOBS

RED CROSS APPEAL
BERLIN (UPI)-The International Red Cross has appealed
to Premier Willi Stoph of East
Germany to open the Berlin
Wall Christmas so families can
be together. Diplomatic sources
said it was unlikely. The wall
has toot been opened
at
Christmas for four years.

A total of 362 jobs have been
eliminated in the Department of
Economic Security since Covernon Nunn's manpower freeze last
August.
Commissioner Merritt S. pelts Jr. said, 79 jobs were abolished through attrition, with a payroll savings of almost $400,000
Males -- but not females the department now has 2,820
must obtain health certificates
employes.
before getting a marriage license
in Louisiana.

SEPARATED - Charging extreme cruelty, Hollywood actor Robert Culp, 39, has filed
suit for divorce from his actress-wife, France Nuyen,
30. They were married two
years ago. He asks equitable
division of community property. Each has been married
twice before.

Answer to Saturday's

ACROSS
1-Pedal digit
4-Small plant
8-Container
11 -Separate
12-Rip
13-Guido's high
note
14 Above
15-Ventilate
17-Experiences
19-Tear
21 Deface
23-Still
24 Ireland
26-Fondle
2831-Sailor (coiled.)
33.Spanish plural
article
35 Female rufl
36-Cyprinord fish
38-Father and
mother
41 Printer's
measure
42 Tennis stroke
44 Male
45 Emmet
47-Jump
49-Pigpen
51-Period of time
54-Distress signal
56-Place
58-Devoured
59-Glass container
62-River island
64 Symbolfor
tantalum
65-Exist
66-Pitcher
68- pi
70-Communist
71 College official
72 8. mistaken

4 Strip of
leather
5-Pronoun
6-Grain
7-Supplicate
8.1mproved
9-Beverage
10-Aeriform fluid
11-Undefiled
16-Prefix: not
18-Stitch
20 Fruit seed
22-Mollifies
25-Short sleep
27 Sunburn
29-Bishopric
30.Number
32.Male sheep
34-Music as
written
36-Sick
37-Female deer
39-Ethiopian title
40-Vesseli curved
planking

Ramis

WOU PROM
OBEil OM MONO
UneOPUM90
mno2 000
onommun
Norimo moo Wan
MUOMITS 0015IMOM
0019 ORO MONO
MOPS0000
MOP. ONO MOM
NaTURNMUO POO
omen mu omu
UMW] nmn [WU
i5

43 Sewed
temporarily
46-Afternoon
Party
48-Vessel
50-Long for
52-Essence
53-harvest

55.Winter vehicle
57-Note of scale
59-Prohibit
60-Native metal
61-Female sheep
63.0efinite article
67-Babylonian
deity
69-Teutonic deity

DOWN
1-South American
animal
2 Conjunction
3.Greek letter
Distr. by '',1tod Posture

rodicato. The

t5

by Charles M. Schulz
LOOK, GHARUE
BROWN .„1T'S AN
ANNOUNCEMENT
ABOUT A 534001
SKI TRIP...

THEV TAKE U5 ON A E5U5 TO
"LOFTY MOUNTAIN"AND 41E STALe AT
A LODGE AND THEY TEACH U5 TO
SKI AND EVENTH1NG.„

SHALL WE
SIGN UP ?

I WONDER WHO
ELSE 15 WINS ?

Cr

Nancy

by Ernie Bushrniller

BROYHILL easy chair and otterman, green vinyl cover, used
mesh baby play pen, excellent
condition. Phone 753-6119
D-16-P

ROLLO-WHY
.,DID YOU DIG UP
YOUR TREE?

I'M VERY POND OF
THAT LITTLE TREE
AND IT HASN'T

BEEN DOING TOO "WELL--

44

TYPIST NEEDED

-1.4R2kw-

T. Log 1.) S Pe. OR --AA r1.1.•
•.1411, hr Lleared a,S,n iy•ditelle,

MS11 grad student needs girl BALDWIN ORGANS, new and
to type class & research notes; used Spinet Pianos. Lonardo
pid in Jan. a final thesis draft. Piano Company. "Your ComWould prefer a local girl, pos- plete Music Store" Acrou from
sibly a high school graduate, Post Office, Paris, Tenn.
H-D-16-C
whp can work with me incidentally as thesis progresses
Payment 500 per page or ne- '64 INTERNATIONAL Tractor now WOuLo AMERICANS
gotiable by the hour. Call and mower. Phone 753-4904.
REACT TO AN INVASION
George Sincoe any evening afPROM OUTER SP'AC 7
D-16-C
IN CRABTREE CORNERS,
ter 7 p. m., 753-8735.
DMILLIONS of rugs have been THE GOVERNMENT IS
cleaned with Blue Lustre. It's
NDiNG OUT!
America's finest. Rent eleciric
shampooer $1. Big K. D-20-C
FOR RENT

Abbie 'N Slats

1966 MOBILE HOME. Excellent
condition, two bedroom, 10' by
yr. Central heat and air-conditioning. Phone 753-8496.
D-17-(

NEW YORK-Smoking may
be hazardous to your environment as well as to your health,
says the Insurance Information
Institute. Of the 960,900 U. S.
building fires in 1967, nearl)
one in five was traced to causei
related to smoking and matches

CROSSWORD PUZZLE DOU

Peanuts®
PEANUTS

Where There's Smoking...

•

Location: 1010 South Virginia St.

SEARS 10" tilting Arbor Table
saw, rinning fence, miter gauge,
• extra blades, $90. Argus M-4
8 MM movie camera, power
WANTED: Man for full time zoom, electric eye, and autowork. Contact Robert Wiggins matic threading projector, $100.
at Wiggins Furniture Store. Ap- Call 753-7919 after 4:30 p. m.
ply in person from 8:00 a. m.
D-16-C
TFC
till 5:30 p. m.
WHEAT STRAW, no corn stalks.
PART TINE
Nice, clean. Clovis Byerly,
Route 6, Pottertown Road, 7534733.
D-16-P

BEAUTIFUL NEW Valarah Lee
Apartments, South 16th Street,
across from Westview Nursing
Home. Two bedrooms, bath,
utility room, living room, kitchen and dining area. Carpeted.
Locally owned and operat- Electric heat. Air conditioned.
ed' for 20 years. We can be
Refrigerator, built in stove and
reached 24 hours a day.
oven, dishwasher and garbage
disposal furnished. Phone: 753Call Today Per FREE
4974 or 753-3865.
InspectIon
H-D-16-C
Meese 753-3914
Member Chamber of
Comnserce and Builders
MOBILE HOMES. Phone Hale
- Association. LCP-196
Lock Shop and Trailer Court,
753-5980
D-15-NC

IB

NOTICE

Zip

gibed. Nth Sawa endwise
ere Agile. fige hedhor lafwaswor

Guaranteed To Satisfy

PROFESSIONAL r toe!d•isthi painting. Brush, roll, spray. Ali Christmas draws nearer and
nearer, we pore over our gift lista
References. Free
mtheates. -trying to decide
on the "right"
Phone 753-3486.
thing for Grandma, Uncle George,
the better half and the younpters.
There's one gift that's easy to
obtain, is always fitting and is
guaranteed to satisfy-U.S. Savings Bonds.
You don't have to worry about
N. Jobs to Small or Large
style, size or color. And duplication poses no problem-the more
to be Appreciated
Bonds Uncle George has, the mer•
Free Estimates
Contact:
rier he will be.
It's easy to buy Bonds. Just stop
in at your local bank. You will
find Savings Bonds stocked in various denominations, starting with
V25-purchase price $18.75. And
Between 8:00 a. m. and
you can obtain free gift wrapping,
500 o.

BLACK TOP PAVING

POR SALE

CEDAR TREES for Christmas.
Any size you want. You pick
Phone
and cut them. Located on the
lake at Ft. Hymee. All you want
ER 500 each. See A. J. Wilson,
HSU' WANTED
Concord Road. Phone 753-5090.
D-15-C
CURB HOP wanted. Night shift,
5:00 p. m. to 11 p. tn., male ot USED electric bass guitar and
female. Apply in person to Dan vacuum cleaner. Phase 762-2748.
Castle, Chestnut Street. Nc
D-15-P
phone cans plum
TIC
SIAMESE KITTENS, three females, $10 each, one male, $15,
seven weeks old. See or call
Assistant Managers
Dale Williams, Hardin, 4376781.
D-15-C
for
HONDA 450, 4,000 miles, $795.Training Program
00. Phone 753-8432 after 5:00
lasielog for so op/meter/1re
p. m. or see at 1605 Catalina
eivoseoree ere%
Omsk mow"
Drive.
• warisay diet Is beipheehig moD-19-C
des ea ie We* mamma** PreGET
YOUR
Christmas
Hickory
vent. Ws weed 25 moo for Ws
smoked country hams at Gibpewees - ls.Iy emi le *due
son's Locker Plant, 107 North
PAM.
•
3rd Street. Phone 753-1601.
Bore is what oar training
program' offers yea:
D-19-C
• I day weak.
1969 EL CAMIRIO pbwer steer• Complete training ta the
ing, power brakes, vinyl roof,
credit professios-No prior
experience seeded - Earn
tarp, perfect condition. Call
while yea leani-Ne sell436-5862.
D-16-C
lag lavelved.
• Geed startimg salary piss
TWO WINTER black suits for
besso-wItk pleased salGirls coat and hat, size 2
ary -0-egress's's while in
traidag.
Set of Melarnac dinnerware for
Maaagerial
• Ahem* te
8. Call 753-6192.
D-15-NC
posities w I t It 1 a 2 to 1
years.
UPRIGHT PIANO, finished in
• Oetataadleg employee
antique; good condition. Call
'sestets Include company
753-3692.
D-16-C
paid pension pima. Hospitallsatioe. Surgical and
BEAUTIFUL tiny Toy Poodle
Ka* Medical coverage,
puppies, AKC registered. One
tree life laser mace, ampair of Chinchillas, real nice.
p/oyee es/station plan and
Also do Poodle grooming after
many more.
4:00 p. m. weekdays and all day
It yew aro ego 21 to 21 sod
Saturday. Phone 753-6488.
yam e eer, yew may leo Alas to
froallOy. Callow Apeman rere reD-16-C

State

MONDAY - DECEMBER is 1969

by R. Van Buren
WE'VE COME POR
J. PIERPONT CROCI6INS AND SLATS
SCRAPPLE!AND WE WARNED
THEM -- /NSTANT OESTRIZT/ON
IF THEY, RESIST'

/ PUT AWAY THEM SPACE
RODS AND FIGHT LIKE
-C

(YOU FORGET WE'RE NOT MEN
IN YOUR SENSE OF THE WORD-WE RE SPACE MEN!! coma
atilETLv Now

- ra
c
;

-•••
1'-eolroseit

-

;

"%lic-O

et-,
• Plt•'"

AUTOS FOR BALE
1968 CHEVROLET Impala coo
tom. Power steering, disc brakes
and windows. Four season comfortron, radio, four speed Irenemission, 396 enthie, Correll'
wheels with new wide oval
tires. Phone 7514775 after 5:00
11PC
pa.

CLEAN UP Shop or body shop,
MEAL ESTATE FOR BALE
for rent or lease. Phone 753
8423 or see Thomas Jones.
23 ACRE FARM, 7 room house,
D-18-C bath. Stock barn, tobacco barn
Call 753-5216 between 7 a. m.
Phone 751-3914
D-16-P
and 6 p. m.
ONE - BEDROOM furnished
house. For information CAil 753D-15-C
4647.
WANTED TO 'RENT
1-ROOM furnished apartment,
private. Call 753-1532. 101 S. WANTED: Furnished apartWANTED TO ItUT D-19-C ment-or house, him and elem.
10th
Would like utilities included
WANTED: Vented gas heater, DOWNSTAIRS office space. Will with 'rent. In vicinity of 12th
35,000 BTU or more. Phone 436- lbe remodeled to suit. If inter- and Sycamore Phone 753-1604
5631
D-13-C ested call 753-1569.
D-17-C
D-15-C

.Nee It 4 Av.
,••• 5•

-A mob.
Peow.• Toy.A.•.• her

Lil' Abner

tall;

by Al Capp
DUE TC UNMENSHUNABLE.
JONES-NO DOGPATCH
14U5SII.1 IS LEGALLY

MAR MID!!

BUT, DUE TO TH 1
NASHUNAL
GUARD-WE CAN'T

SKIP TOWN•

A41' DUE TO SADIE HAWKINS DA'-/
COMIN'ON JANUARNi 10, WE'LL GT
RE-CAUGHT AN' NAFTA -5°Es "-

SIERVZ OUT OUR TIME!!--

j'ACIE EIGHT
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Regents Vote
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CROSSING BLOCK FINE
UPHELD

SEEN & HEARD ...

moNDay

place, then you get directions
to move it over half an inch.
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Quotes From The News

(Continued From Page 1)
(Continued Press Pees 11
By UNITED PRE88 INTERNATIONAL
she might give birth to as many
We get lights up and they do
(Continued From Page 1)
The Court of Appeals upheld effects. You maintain your ego, not burn, so craftily we decide
as seven babies in February.
The first three were girls, dam to have freedom. We must a Harrodsburg city ordinance you convince yourself you are that either the lights are burnBALTIMORE. - Dr. Milton S. Eisenhower, chairman of tbe
weighing two pounds 13 ounces, give up some liberties to have barring trains from blocking str- blameless, other people are at ed out or the extension cord is National
Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence,
Whittle
Liberty,"
said.
went
He
eet crossing for periods longer fault, and your general sense no good. Calling on our electtwo pounds nine ounces and two
recommending a step he says the nation will eventually have to
NEW YORK (UPI)- Prices
pounds seven ounces. Next was on to say that he thought the than five minutes, thus revers- of well being is maintained and rical knowledge and know-how,
take
were mixed on the New York a boy weighing one pound 11 right or vrrong of war had ing Mercer Circuit
Court which enhanced
we screw in the bulb somewhere "The day is
coming - it ought to be here today, but isn't Stock Exchange today after ounces, then a girl weighing been confused with the neces- had ruled invalid a
$100 fine
else and it burns, so we shout when
we are going to have a system of restrictive licensing
sity for preparedness for war Imposed on Southern
losing much of their first hour two pounds one ounce.
Now we bring up the subject of with joy that we have located
Hallway
in
Whittle admitted that the Harrodsburg
advance. Turnover was moderThe sex of the stillborn baby
Police Court for a Mrs. Nettie Klapp's lost watch. the trouble, it's the extension so that those guns must be taken away from everyone except
popular thing to do would be 12
those who need them."
ate.
was not disclosed.
-minute offense.
She lost it somewhere around cord. So we take the cord in
Shortly before noon, the UPI
Doctors said the babies, who to vote out mandatory ROTC
The state's highest court ruled the square when she pulled a the house and hook it up tc
GAP, Pa. - A witness describing the scene of Sunday's bus
Indicator, measuring all stocks were placed in special incuba- and he said that "we (the the hocking of a
main street glove off. It has the insignia of some appliance and it does not
accident
which killed seven women and injured another 33:
traded, showed a gain of 0.08 tors in the hospital's special Board) would probably get a for long periods of
Episcopal
the
work,
Church on it. This
so this confirms our troutime can
"A lot of brightly wrapped Christmas packages were spread
per cent, but the Dow Jones care section, and the mother slap on the back froin the uni- create a very serious
anniversar
shooting.
an
was
ble
gift
some
y
of
safety
versity newspaper but we're oball over, all sizes of boxes. The snow was streaked with blood."
average of 30 blue chip were in good condition.
problem, as well as materia- sort and she has had it for
Four cases of sextuplets have ligated to the state and our
Industrials was off 0.32 at
years.
The
difficulty
If
only
find
you
it,
that
this
will
she
is
impede
lly
the flow of interbeen confirmed since 1900. Most country and the coining genSAIGON - Marine Maj, Gen, Ormond Simpson, saying the U. S.
786.37.
certainly appreciate a call.
is the only cord we have. The
state highway traffic.
is on the verge of a tremendous military breakthrough in the
Of the 1,438 issues crossing died shortly after birth. A Mex- eration to do what we think is
together
put
ends
are
with
some
areas of pacification and Vietnamization:
the tape, 591 gained and 528 ican woman was reported to best for the university and for
Several Squirrels out in the kind of brad, not a screw, so 'The enemy
have given birth to octuplets— the country."
retreated.
is in very bad shape. ne is desperately shorg
we are stuck. The only thing to
Dr.
back
Charles
yard
this
Howard
morning
eight
of
having
Maybabies—in
March, 1967,
more than a preliminary action
of rice, He can't take and hold anything that's ours. We can
Stocks also followed an
do
wait
until
is
next
the
day
field
spoke
in
ball.
,a
favor
They
of
chased
the abol- on the demands.
one anirregular pattern on the Ameri- but all died within 14 hours. ishment
deal with anything this guy wants to do."
and get another cord.
of mandatory ROTC
STEAM had previously de- other, and generally enjoyed
can Stock Exchange in moderand said he regarded Murray as manded the reanstates
nect of the crisp air. They all suddenly In spite of all the crises that
MANCHESTER, N.H. - Msgr. Wilfrid ParadLs, director of St.
ate turnover. Of the 9'71 issues
an academic university and five negro coeds who
were su- took to the trees and disappear- arise, we complete the job then Anthony's High School, announcing cancellation of the school's
traded, gainers topped losers, Handelman series
didn't think it was obligated spended from the
ed
and
we
wondered
why. Two
university
381 to 326. Volume exceded
stand back and admire o u r first interscholastic basketball season this year after two losses:
to force military training oil 4ollowing an altereetioti
HOLLYWOOD
(UPI)in one small dogs came into sight handiwork. This story is repeat2,000,000 shares.
"We found out it was not a very wise decision to enter this
students
for
the
Armed
which
explained
Forces
their
disapdorms
the
of
last spring.
Among the most active Amex Bespectacled comedian Stanley
ed year after year. The only league at this time."
The board meeting was atten4
pearance
act.
Dishman was allowed two
issues were Goldfield Corp. Myron Handelman will star in ed by a large number of stu.
difference being in the nature
minutes to wind up a statefractionally higher on over his own television series next dents who belong to a campus
of the crises that arise.
A
nice
gesture
last
night
at
the
ment
at
the
end
of
the
discusleo 120,000 shares, Slick up about 1 season, . "Dr. Livingston, I group known
as Students For sion and he was told there Triangle Inn by the local Red
on 35,000 shares, end Canadian Presume."
Total Equality at Murray would be a motion
to adjourn Cross chapter. Volunteers *ere
* * *
(STEAM).
Export Gas & Oil about steady
following his statement. The honored with a coffee-dessert
STEAM, a black organization motion carried and
on 26,000 shares.
the students They all received recognition
LEGISLATIVE 'CLASSES'
headed by Bernard Dishman, mingled with the
On the Big Board, electronics Move
board mem- for service from one to fifty
SCHEDULED
gave
the Board of Regents a bers for informal
ranged to more than 3 lower,
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-The
years.
discussion of
list
of
demands
and
insisted
but most point-sized movers in Russian
n
cast
and
the topics.
crew
Contained in 18 buildings in
Earl Cartwright's "Little
A Legislative Intern Program
the oil group were on the of "Tchaikovsky" completed immediate action on their dePowell, Whittle and Adams Without volunteers, the Re d
the display are itemsof early life
Town
Bethlehem
of
"
display
started
mands.
during
the
1968
session
upswing. Steels, motors, chemi- shooting in London and headed
questioned the STEAM demand Cross would not amount to
about three miles south of of this era in addition to Biblical
The demands were:
cals, aircrafts and gold mining for Paris for further location
much. They literally form the of the General Assembly at the
for immediate action.
Mayfield on the Central Road scenes.
1. An expansion of black stushares were narrowly irregular. filming for Warner Bros.
They pointed out that the backbone of this organization. suggestion of Governor NUEE will opens
Cartwright said he has opened
for the holiday season at
dies
be
in
such
stepped
areas
as
up
during
history,
the
1970
co-eds were dismissed several
In the conglomerate group,
two new buildings during the
5:30
p.m.
Saturday
Dec.
13th.
English,
session
beginning
sociology
Jan. 6 so some
and psychol- months ago and that STEAM Putting up Christmas
Walter Kidde lost a point, but
decoraThe Cartwright historical and past summer. One new building
ogy.
had not lodged a formal demand tions sound like a gala affair, 20 interested Kentucky college Biblical
International Telephone gained
display, one of the most is a reproduction of an early
2. Activation of Negro teach- or complaint until Dec. 8. Dishmore than 1. Over the weekend
but we can assure you this is students can become more ac- interesting- privately owned "Iaundrymat" and the other
ers,
with
a
full
tively
recruitmen
involved
t
man
hi state govern- attractions in
said the cheerleader issue grim business.
the Connecticut insurance comWest Kentucky, 40x40-foot building contains old
Program.
ment.
had been hanging fire for a
missioner blocked the proposed
will
remain
open
from the hours mechanical equipment such as
3.
Assurance that Murray tang time.
Those taking part in the Jan. of 5:30-10:30
merger of ITT and Hartford
It was bitterly cold and there
p.m.
each day automobiles and engines as well
State University will have black "Now," said Powell, "you
6-May 23 program will be paid until New Year's day.
Fire Insurance Co. But ITT dor
as stuffed animals.
we
were
driving
nails
and
cheerleaders for the university have been silent all these monit would make a putaic tender
The public is invited to visit
Admission is free. A free-will
stretching wire along them so $225 a month each and earn
athletic teams.
tias and here you want us to
as many as 14 hours of academ- donation plan is in effect to help Cartwright's "Little Town of
offer on a basis identical to the
4. A room, perhaps in the decide important matters in 10 that we could interweave green ic credit.
finance operation of the project, Bethlehem" display during the
merger proposal which it hoped
stuff in and out. Fortunately
Student Union Building, where minutes."
holiday season.
Cartwright said.
would be acceptable to Connecwe
never
hit
our
finger
with
black students may meet whenDishman and others complain- the
ticut.
hammer. U we had, we'
ed
of
a
Murray State practice would never
ever they desire.
Polaroid, Xerox, IBM
have felt it.
to allow some organizations
Fairchild Camera end Memo5. A grant of $3,000 to $5,000 rooms to meet in while STEAM
This year, we told ourself, cool
rex ranged 2 to 3 lower, but
to a proposed black student or- had trouble finding a
place to it boy and hold your temper,
City Investing, American Re.
ganization for cultural pro- meet.
search, Atlantic Richfield, Stangrams..
Dr. Sparks agreed that this which we did. There you are
dard Oil of Ohio and Avon
The board entered into a situation existed and indicated freezing and doing the best
Products gained around a point
lengthy discussion with the that corrective steps are in you can, and someone else is
giving directions on what to
apiece.
students but it declined to take store.
Cynthia B rdsong
do. You get the floodlight in
General Motors, U.S. Steel
and Bethlehem lost fractions,
while Republic Steel, Union
Carbide, American
Motors,
Occidental and Penn Central
'were fractionally higher.
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Earl Cartwright Display
To Open December 13th

Lawyers and Farmers
Dominate Assembly

Butt's next
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-Britt
Eldand, the former Mrs. Peter
Sellers,will star in "The Cannibals Among Us" for Commonwealth Untied.

BY CLAY WADE BAILEY
&entirety Pest

5**

Switch
HOLLYWOOD(UPI)--Angela
Lanabury goes from the highly
sophisticated "Maine" on Broadway to Disney studios and the
starring role in "Bedknob and
Broomstick."
Kaye as Quixote

r-

"SUPREME-NAPEr

after turning himself in

to

Las

Vegas. Nev., police

in

the

kidnaping

Birdsong, one

HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-Danny
Kaye will star as Don Quixote in
a film version of the Cervantes
novel to roll in Columbia early
next year.

---Charles

E. Collier, 28, hangs his head

of
of

premes singing

Cynthia
The

Su-

group. She

escaped by leaping out of his
car In Los Angeles. He was
a caretaker in the Hollywood
apartment

where she

lives.
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memorable!..magnificent!
Christmas gifts from the

:RULC3V

excellence collection

Make this a memorable Christmas, by giving a watch so fine
that it was inspected up to 800 times before it was awarded
the Excellence Seal
When you know what makes a watch tick, you'll give a
Bulova

Guaranteels For One Full Year

furches . Jewelry

FRANKFORT: Kentucky's
1970 General Assemly
membership embraces a
wide cross section of the
professions. There are 45
varied occupations listed,
with lawyers and farmers
dominating the scene.
The Senate, with 38
members, has 16 banisters,
while the House, with 100
members, has 19.
Farmers follow from a
numerical standpoint with
seven in the upper body
and 13 in the House. There
are 16 insurance agents, six
in the Senate and 10 in the
House.
Here are other occupational profiles of the general assembly:
There are eight merchants in the House, along
with six teachers. 10 insurance agents, one auctioneer
and one tobacco warehouseman.
In the Senate, there are
four in real estate, two auctioneers and three tobacco
,warehousemen.
ALSO THREE' senators
a..e bankers while a fourth
is in the House. Thele are
two newspaper publishers
in the House and a radio
broadcaster in the Senate.
And—in case prayer is
needed, there are two ministers—one in each House.
TWO SMALL loan operators adorn the House
roster and two restaurant
owners are in the Senate.
There are three morticians in the assembly, two
in the Hou
one in the
Senate.
The secti
represented
in both Hot
of the lawmaking hod
draw on almost every
..ner of Kentucky's economy, and include among merobership:
Two contractors, a construction worker, coal miner. -right-of-way supervisor.
tax service operator, drivein - theater operator. nursing home manager, retired
teacher, meat cutter, and'
research -director.
A L S 0,
photographer.
apartment owner____...social
worker, manufacturer, coal
mine seperintendent, oil
dist ri butor. accountant,
electrician, labor representative and auto dealer
nffice manager, labor at9ry technician. and a
deputy court worker
Here is the breakdown

by occupation of the General Assembly: (Not all legislators are named because
some did not list occupations with a state directory
published by a private company. Some legislators will
be listed more than once
because of multi-interests.)
REAL ESTATE and allied lines, (House)
Wallace Bartley, Summer Shade, E G.
Brown, Bowling Green William Harold
Demarcus. Stanford, David Carter. Paducah. Hughes E. McGill, Louisville;
lames E. Murphy. boreal, Bert Ed Poihtte. Harlan. Joseph W. Prathe,. Elizabethtown. Eugene P. Stuart. Lovisvdie;
Dexter Wright. Louisville.
(Senate) Francis M. Burke. Pikeville:
B. E. (Ng) Billings. Stanton: Wilson
Palmer. Cynthiana. George St Plummer,
Vanceburg.
Auctioneers (Senatu 1. C Carter,
Scottsville: Edwin Freeman Harrodsburg.
(House) Joseph W. Prather, Elizabethtown.
Insurance, (Senate) B. F (Rig) Bitting'. Stanton, Robert O. Flyer). Lexington: Edwin Freeman, Harrodsburg Clyde
W. Middleton. Ft. Mitchell, Wilson Palmer. Cyrithiana, Joe Stacy. West Liberty.
(House) Hughes McGill, Dexter Wright.
Eugene Stuart. all 01 LOUISVille, Bert Ed
Pollitte. Harlan • lames Osborne Soongfield: R. K. Keith. iledteaville. U. I.
Shier and Mae Street Kidd. Louisville:
Dan 1 Roberts. Walton, Denver KnuckleS,
Middlesboro.
COAL MINIM: (House) Omar Perish Jr.,
Madisonville.
Morticians: (Senate) Mermen E. Farris.
Science Hill: (House) Archie Brown.
Stearn and Raymond Collins. Whitesburd.
Rightist-way SUO•orts0r, (HOuSE W. L
Reynolds. Floyd County.
Accounts M
. (House) Arthur
Schmidt, Cold Siring
Attorneys (Senate) H. Nicholas baker.
Louisville, lames C
Brock. Harlan:Francis M. Burke. Pikevitle: C Gibson
Downing. Lexington: tom Garrett. Paducah; William R. Gentry Jr., Bardstown:
Junes A. Hicks, Albany, Carroll Hubbard,
Mayfield, Donald L. Johnson. Ft. Thomas,
Clifford B. Latta. Prestonsburg. William
A Logan, Madisonville Romano L Maryob
Louisville, William L. Sullivan,
Henderson, Charles B. Upton, Williameburg, W. Scott Miller Jr.. Louisville, and
Rae 5 White Bowling Green.
Attorneys. (House) Walter A. baker,
Citation: Julian M. Carroll. Paducah;
P Joe Clarke Jr Danville: William
P.
Curlin Jr . •Prankfort: 0. A.
(Critic.%)
Durham CollwyMie, William H. McCann.
levington• W. Terry incOrayer. Cre•••or:
Marrs Minn May
Plairville. Ralph
Mitchell. Shelbyville. Richard M. Lewis,
Hunters Germs C Lindsey Hender.ors,
Phalle E. KIne Covinttnn, William G.
Kenton Leiington Billy P. Pastnn Central City. David Van Horn tesinieno;
Charles S
Wible
Owensboro, lobo
Swinfbrif Csnfbisna and for Picked.
Elizabethtown, John 0. Harthw Hoosimo
.
MINISTERS
Mr
SIPSPEL: (Senate)
Henry Beach, Louisville. (House)
Gene
Hug I gonna.
Orchardist, (Senate) Wenden
Vac
Noose Tutor hey.
(Strude( Francis M Burke.
Tao Service: (House) Mrs. Dorothy
Priddy Louisville
Tobacco warehOusernaw Senate: melt
C Walters Shelbrolle Elwin Frreman.
Harrod.hure Thomas 0 Hayti.
VW. (House) I T Reed CorinthWort*
Drivel. theater. (Nouse) Mem C.
White Menchester
Nursing home manager- 0levit) Glans
White Winchester
Retired: (House) Bart N. Peak tellington
Retired torn her (Mouse) T. C. SIT.
mons Scottsville.
Meat cutter mouse) Don64 I Blandford Owensboro
ch (House) Edward L H0,10was iosjisvllie
Arvertisine. (House) Snare Blythe and
winon W. Wyatt Jr . Louisville
Small loan, (House) knee% Mcill-ee
""lv.•lr and Joseph W Honey w•st
tiSenly
••.•) Cisr•er• s
Mums)
Latilmille. and Cart
Merowm, Ludlow
.
.
•unybeelioure• 'Noun.: Herman W.
remon•lisville
anartment boner: (Heine) %nines
Ca
I °olivine
Banker (Houle Clifford Share yid.
hrowelawla: fteenelltee PlIF
FAPP•,•••0
Pendireke, Thriesec 0. herin,
..•
nroadraster (Seesto , waiter
Flizahetntov,n
•()."•'
puirl,sNe,e
Newsoaner
,radir.• Or nn
ran.,
Sa'nlweil; Peter Co..
St
14•Irri5wr
•

•:soloolviait-44
,
00/0.44--eese•ea''a SOW\sietiarittedilmale ••

Social worker: (HOuSel Mervin Allen.
Royalton.
Contractors (House Wallace 'artier.
Summer Stade; W. terry McIrayer,
Greenue.
Manufacturer, (House) Leo Blot mat.
Mt. WasMngton.
Coal suoMintendent, (I-louse) Fort
Deskins Elkhorn City.
Merchants (House) Thomas E. Clueman Rush, Lloyd Clalle, Wing°, James
T Alexander. Yarning', Robert Hughes.
Louisville, W. 1. Louden. Carrollton;
Russell Reynolds, Jackson, Mrs. H. W.
Tobin. Warned. Clures D. Wheeler.
Ashland
Oil distributor. tHouse) lames A.
Davis, Grayson
Accountant, (House) John I. (ster.
CovingtOn.
Construction eirretitter (House) William Donnerrneyer. Dayton.
TEACHERS: ()Mosel Sherman Arnett,
Clearfield. Lloyd McKinney McKee, Carl
1, Ruh.' Ft. Mitchell, Carl A.' Nett.
Louisville, Brooks Motile, Peels: Jolm
M Salyer.. Ilulan
Labor representative: (House) Norbert
Blume, Louisville.
Automobile dealer - (Senate) Edwin
Freemen. Harrodsburg.
Restaurant
uwner
(Senate) Mrs.
Georgia M. Davis, Louisville; Richard
Chin. Louisville.
Office manager' (Striate; Delbert S.
Murphy, ominsboro.
Laboratory technician: (Senate) Walter
S
Construction: (Senate) Pearl Strtmll.
Darlork,
ftamers! (Senate) I. C
Cotter,
Scottsville, Edwin Freeman, Harrodshurz,
Thomas O. Harris, Worthville•
14.
McCuiston. PernbrIlie, Wilson Palmer
Cynthillni, Joe D. Stacy, West Omits:
Mack G. Walters,. SPeltirville
(House) Leo stem!. Mt Washington.
James E Bruce. linekinsville, Horner B
Dorris, NuoselIvIlli William Harold Demartin, Stanford: gropes Hindle Pare.
Bernard Keene. Bardstown, Theriot Kes•
sMaer. Seaver Dan, Lloyd M:Kinney,
McKee, Nell Guy NrIlarnari, Mt Sterl.
Int E. T. Reed. Corinth • Mrs. H W
Tobin. learned, Wright Wells. Richmond,
Austin Went Dover.
Electrician: lames R. Yocum, Louis11414

LOSES LICENSE
Alben W. Crouch of Murray
Route One, age 36, has lost his
driver's license until April P,
1970, according to the Traffic
Safety Coordinating committee
at Frankfort.
•--oc--
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Rites For Charlie
Bucy Held Today
Final rites for Charlie Bucy
of Hazel Route Two were held
at two p. m. at the chapel of
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with Dr. H. C. Chiles and
Rev. Lloyd Wilson officiating.
Pallbearers were Howard Bucy, Don Bucy, Kenneth Bucy,
Jimmy Parham, Charles Nesbitt, and Don Smith. Interment
was in the McCuiston Cemetery
with the arrangements by the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
Mr. Bucy, 87, died Saturday
at 3:45 a. m. at ithe Convalescent Division of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The deceased is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Maude Smith
Bucy; daughter, Mrs. Harry
(Loren) Sloman; five sons, Jimmy, Cleo, Kirby, Hawley, and
C. A. Bucy, Jr.; sister, Mrs. Joe
McCuiston; brother, Robert Bucy; eighteen grandchildren twenty-one great grandchildren
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The ring collar with off-set bow and

Vatted

jeweled crystal buttons, brings out
your
charm in our Nardis two-piece suit.

Kentuck
today. Cif
Fair and
day. High
Winds noi
an hour. ?
ough Wed

Tailored

of 100% Dacrone polyester double knit,
you'll
find many, many places to comfor
tably we
this suit.

Colors of Green, Blue, Pink.

Sizes 10 to 20.

CLIME JORDAN HOPPE
Free Wrapping

Open Nights Till 8:30
e
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Kentyck
stationary.
up 1.4.
Bartley
stationary
Sunrise
Moon ei

